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ABSTRACT
It is important to monitor snowmelt dynamics and runoff in high latitudes because of
their significant impacts on global climatic and hydrologic systems. Snowmelt timing and
snow water equivalent (SWE) are derived from the Advanced Microwave Scanning
- Radiometer for EOS (AMSR-E) observations for the mixed terrain in the Pelly River
basin (49,000 km2), Yukon Territory, Canada. SWE variations are influenced by
elevations, and they drive the change of stream runoff in the spring. The SWEHydro
model was developed to use only AMSR-E observations of 25 km resolution and digital
elevation model (DEM) data to simulate the spring stream flow using pre-assumed values
for four key parameters, which are snowmelt rate during the transition period, snowmelt
rate after the transition period, flow timing during the transition period, and flow timing
after the transition period. A pilot study was conducted in the Ross River basin (7,250
km2), a subbasin of the Pelly and Yukon rivers. The simulated streamflow generally
matched the actual discharge observations, especially for the timing, with some errors in
the estimation of flow magnitude. The simulations for the Pelly River basin also matched
the actual discharge in general, but have some errors in both timing and magnitude. A
Monte Carlo method was used to do simulations with different values of assumed
parameters and pick out the best fits from the simulations. The criteria for the selections
of best fits are freshet timing, peak timing, and peak magnitude. Flow volume was not
considered because of known errors in SWE estimation. A mismatch function was used
to calculate the error of each simulation, and the simulations with the least error are the
best fits. Higher resolution snowmelt timing derived from 12.5 km AMSR-E brightness
temperature data was tested using Monte Carlo simulations for the Ross River basin,
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which showed significant improvement on the errors of selected best fits. The use of this
SWEHydro model in other subarctic watersheds, especially with high resolution SWE
data, will ultimately allow for a more accurate spring flow prediction and spring flood
risk analysis.
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INTRODUCTION
Background
Seasonal snow covers a very large area on the Earth's surface, with a mean
maximum area of approximately 47 million km2 (Frei and Robinson, 1999). Most of the
snow cover area is located in the Northern Hemisphere. It varies from 46.5 million km2 in
January to 3.8 million km2 in August (Robinson et aI., 1993). Snow characteristics playa
very important role in the climate and hydrological cycles in arctic and subarctic regions
of the Northern Hemisphere. The extent of snow cover affects the global energy budget.
Snow depth, snow water equivalent (SWE), and the timing of spring snowmelt have a
great influence on hydrological systems from local to continental scales (Chang et aI.,
2003).
Snow is closely tied with global climate, as a dynamic part of cryosphere. With
the variations of earth's temperature, snow can accumulate or melt, which in turn affects
air temperature, sea level, storm patterns, etc. It can help keep the earth cool by reflecting
a large portion of solar energy back to space. Snow is also a good indicator of climate
change. Reduction of snow cover and earlier snowmelt timing are apparent warning signs
of increased global warming (Serreze et aI., 1999; Stone et aI., 2002). Observations and
climate models suggest that the warming condition is most serious in polar regions,
especially the arctic (ACIA, 2004; Langen and Alexeev, 2007). This change will not only
influence the human, physical, and ecological systems in the high latitude regions, but
also those living in non-snow covered areas in the long term.
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Global-wanning driven snowmelt can drive peak discharges higher and earlier in
the season (Priesnitz, 1990). It·is a very complex process affected by many factors such
as temperature, density, age, radiation, wind, etc. Snow accumulates in the winter season
and starts to melt when the temperature gradually goes above ooe in the spring. Dense
and old snow tends to melt faster, as dense snow implies more liquid content in the
snowpacks, and old snow is dirtier and can absorb more energy (Markus et al., 2006). In
addition, topography (elevation, slope, aspect) and land cover can also influence
snowmelt both spatially and temporally (Miitzler, 1994).
In high latitude regions, most of the springtime runoff and stream flow in rivers is
controlled by snowmelt. Snowpacks act as natural reservoirs in arctic and subarctic areas,
which store water from winter precipitation, and then release water into rivers when they
melt in the warm season (USGS, 2007). Snowmelt contributions to runoff are evident in
hydrographs of instrumented watersheds (Fig. 1, Table 1). The freshet resulting from the
spring thaw usually starts in late April or early May with a long peak time, which
characterizes snowmelt runoff dominated rivers, in contrast with a short peak time of
rainfall runoff dominated rivers.
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Figure 1. Hydrographs from a snowmelt runoff dominated river (Pelly River, Yukon)
and a rainfall runoff dominated river (Lehigh River, PA).
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Table 1. Gauge Locations (Environmental Canada, 2006; U.S. Geological Survey, 2006)
Name
Pelly River at Pelly Crossing, YT
Pelly River below Vangorda Creek, YT
Ross River at Ross River, YT
Lehigh River at Bethlehem, PA
Latitude
(dd)
62.82
62.22
61.99
40.62
6
Longitude
(dd)
-136.58
-133.37
-132.37
-75.38
Drainage Area (km2) .
49,000
22,100
7,250
3,300
Spring snowmelt sends a large amount of water downstream during a relatively
short period of time every year in snow covered arctic and subarctic drainage basins,
which creates significant impacts on the basin hydrology and geomorphology (e.g.:
Priesnitz, 1990), especially for extreme flood events caused by large and rapid snowmelt
fluxes (Whitfield and Cannon, 2000). Schreider et aI. (1997) developed a snow melt-
accumulation module in a rainfall-runoff model through assuming snowmelt as a kind of
"precipitation". The Precipitation Runoff Modeling System (PRMS) provided by USGS
and the Snowmelt-Runoff Model (available from USDA-ARS Hydrology and Remote
Sensing Laboratory) developed by Martinec (1975) are now widely used for snow
hydrological modeling.
Existing hydrological models largely depend on meteorological information,
including temperature, precipitation, evaporation, and solar insolation, which can be
easily obtained from weather stations in most mid-latitude regions. Therefore,. these
models are effective in locations like Colorado and the Alps. However, due to the limited
access to some mountainous, high latitude regions and sparse observations (Bums, 1973),
it is difficult to provide enough meteorological information to simulate snowmelt
hydrological events by using existing hydrological models in the high latitudes. The use
of remote sensing techniques offers a way to augment conventional measurements by
providing repetitive observations with a high spatial density over an entire research area
(Foster et aI., 1984). Since 1966 the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) has produced weekly snow extent charts for Northern Hemisphere land surfaces
using visible band images (Robinson et aI., 1993). Because visible and near infrared light
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is not available when it is dark, visible and near infrared remote sensing data like Landsat
Thematic Mapper (TM) or Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection
Radiometer (ASTER) are limited for research in the arctic and subarctic regions where
there are long nights in the winter and extensive clouds when it snows. Unlike visible and.
near infrared light, microwaves are both light and weather independent. Microwave
images enhance the observations of snow characteristics solely based on optical data and
are able to provide more frequent observations of snow depth or snow water equivalent
(SWE) (Armstrong and Brodzik, 2001). In this project, I will put forward an innovative
modeling approach that uses passive microwave observations and land surface
topography to model snowmelt runoff in high latitude drainage basins in the absence of
weather data.
Passive Microwave Remote Sensing
All objects emit a small amount of microwave energy. Temperature and moisture
play a large role in determining how much energy is emitted. A passive microwave
remote sensor can detect the naturally emitted microwave energy within its field of view
(Fig. 2). There are two primary advantages of microwave remote sensing. Due to its long
wavelength (~3 to 30 cm), it can be used under all weather conditions, and can be used
during both day and night. These make passive microwave remote sensing an ideal
research tool for certain snow properties in arctic and subarctic regions (Sokol et a1.,
1999).
8

There are two passive microwave remote sensors that are primarily used by
research scientists to examine snow characteristics today: Special Sensor
Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) used from 1987 to present, and Advanced Microwave
Scanning Radiometer for EOS (AMSR-E) used from 2002 to present. Another passive
microwave remote sensor Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) was
used from 1978 until 1987.
The Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) Special Sensor
Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) started to operate in July 1987 (Grody, 1991). It has seven
channels at four frequencies (19.35, 22.235, 37.0, and 85.5 GHz) and dual-polarization
(except at 22.235 GHz which only has V-polarization, Table 2). The SSM/I product
provided in Equal Area Scalable Earth Grid (EASE-Grid) by the National Snow and Ice
Data Center (NSIDC) gives one ascending and one descending observation per day in
high latitude regions, approximately day and night.
The AMSR-E sensor is an EOS mission instrument launched aboard NASA's
Aqua Satellite on May 4th, 2002. It has twelve channels at six frequencies (6.925, 10.65,
18.7, 23.8, 36.5 and 89 GHz) and dual-polarization (Table 2). AMSR-E generally has
more than two observations per day in arctic and subarctic regions, and up to eight
observations near the poles (Fig. 3). Frequencies at 18.7 and 36.5 GHz are most useful in
this research.
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Table 2. AMSR-E and SSM/I Perfonnance Characteristics (Kawanishi et al., 2003,
Annstrong, et al. 2004)
Frequency Band IFOV (km Spacing Incidence Swath AltitudeWidth Polarization(GHz) (MHz) x km) (km x km) Angle (km) (km)
19.4 240 H&V 69x 43
SSM/I 22.2 240 V 60 x40 25 x25
(1978- 37.0 900 37x 29 53.1 0 1400 830
Present)
85.5 1400 H&V 15 x 13 12.5 x12.5
6.9 340 76 x44
10.7 100 49x 28
AMSR-E 18.7 200 28 x 16 10 x 10(2002- H&V 550 1445 705
Present) 23.8 400 31 x 18
36.5 1000 14 x 8
89.0 3000 6x4 5x5
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Previous studies concerned about the snowmelt timing have been performed by
using passive microwave remote sensing techniques on the Greenland and Antarctic ice
sheets, sea ice, and continental snow cover (Mote et aI., 1993; Abdalati et aI., 1995,
Abdalati and Steffen, 1997, Zwally and Fiegles, 1994; Drobot and Anderson, 2001; Hall
et aI., 1991). Ramage et aI. (2006) used EASE-Grid 25 x 25 km2 SSM/I 37V GHz data to
detect the timing of snowmelt onset in the Wheaton River basin, Canada and developed a
snowmelt onset algorithm. The algorithm determines that the onset of spring snowmelt is
the day of a year when certain thresholds for brightness temperature (Tb) and diurnal
amplitude variations of Tb (DAV: the brightness temperature difference between day
observation and night observations) are met. For SSM/I data, the snowmelt begins on the
day when both Tb is greater than 246 K and DAV is greater than ±10 K, indicating snow
is both melting periodically and experiencing strong melt-refreeze cycles (Ramage and
Isacks, 2002, 2003). Based on the research of Ramage et aI. (2006), Apgar et aI. (2007)
developed a snowmelt onset algorithm in the Wheaton River basin for newly acquired
AMSR-E data, which have a greater spatial and temporal resolution compared to SSM/I
data. Due to the small differences of brightness temperature data between SSMII 37V
GHz channel and AMSR-E 36.5V GHz channel, Apgar et aI. (2007) adjusted the
thresholds of snowmelt onset for AMSR-E data to Tb > 252 K and DAV > ±18 K. In
addition, the enhanced resolution of AMSR-E data can provide a more accurate and
better representation of dynamic snow characteristics of the heterogeneous upper Yukon
River basin.
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Snow water equivalent (SWE) is a term that is used to describe the amount of
water In a snowpack. It can be thought as "the depth of water that would theoretically
result if the entire snowpack melted instantaneously" (from Natural Resources
Conservation Services). SWE is the "hydrological property" of a snowpack, and it
directly influences the hydrological system after the snowpack melts. Due to the
properties of microwave measurements, SWE information obtained from satellite signals
is significantly affected by topography and land cover, especially by vegetation.
Snow depth (SD) and SWE retrieval have been important research topics during
the past three decades. In the late 1970s, Chang et al. (1975, 1976) first discussed snow
and passive microwave remote sensing in their papers. Ulaby et al. (1980, 1981)
presented microwave remote sensing of snow with empirical observations and some
numerical modeling in the early 1980s. Based on the different scattering ability of snow
crystals at different frequencies for dry snow, Chang et al. (1987) developed a
preliminary algorithm to retrieve snow depth by using SMMR data. The snow depth to
brightness temperature relationship is SD = 1.59 * (T18H - T37H) (in cm), where T18H and
T37H are the brightness temperature at 18 GHz and 37 GHz horizontal polarization,
respectively. Then with the development of SSM/I data, the original SMMR algorithm
was modified based on the comparisons with the NOAA weekly snow charts, primarily to
adjust for the difference between SMMR 18 GHz and SSMII 19 GHz channels. The
improved algorithm i~ SD = 1.59 * ((T19W6) - (T37W 1» (in cm), where T19H and T37H are
the brightness temperature at 19 GHz and 37 GHz horizontal polarization (Arm~trpng and
Brodzik, 2001). Both instruments have proved to be effective for snow depth or SWE
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estimation for homogeneous terrain, but uncertainties are also associated with these
applications.
The new AMSR-E data can help to improve the quality of snow depth or SWE
estimation (Kelly et aI., 2003; Derkson et aI., 2000, 2005). After many experiments and
applications, Chang et ai. (2003) developed a SWE algorithm for AMSR-E, which is
SWE = a*(T18H - T36.5H - 4)/ (1 - ff) (in mm), where a is parameter calibrated from the
geographically varying seasonal snow class derived by Sturm et ai. (1995), T18H and
T36.5H are the brightness temperature at 18 GHz and 36.5 GHz horizontal polarization,
and ff is a "forest factor" that compensates for the effect of vegetation (Robinson and
Kukla, 2005), especially the forest cover on the radiometric response from snow (Chang
et aI., 2003).
Scope of Work
To address how SWE in different areas contributed to snowmelt runoff, here I
present an innovative modeling method that is based on AMSR-E derived SWE
distribution (Kelly, 2004), AMSR-E derived snowmelt timing (Apgar et aI., 2007), and a
90 m digital elevation model (DEM) for the upper Yukon River basin (Environment
Yukon, 2000). I first examined how the snow is distributed on the landscape in the Pelly
/
River watershed in space at the end of the winter accumulation season, when it melted,
and how it traveled through the basin. I then tested the effectiveness of the new
"SWEHydro" model in two basins with different sizes, the Ross River (7,250. km2) and
the larger Pelly River (49,000 km2) it flows into. I tested the model using two different
15
spatial resolutions of AMSR-E data: the 25 Ian and 12.5 Ian EASE grids. Finally the
model was used for past spring stream flow prediction (Fig. 4).
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Field work
Figure 4. Flow chart illustrating major components of this study. AMSR-E observations
and DEM data will be used to derive model inputs to understand the spatial and temporal
distribution of snow on the landscape. The snowmelt timing and magnitude derived from
AMSR-E data will be used to develop the SWEHydro model. The model can help to
predict spring snowmelt runoff.
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STUDY AREA
This study is based in the Pelly River basin, a major tributary of the Yukon River
(Fig. 5). The Yukon River is a main water course of northwestern North America, with a
drainage area of more than 850,000 km2, and providing 8 percent of the total fluvial
freshwater input to the Arctic Ocean (Aagaard and Carmack, 1989). Most of the southern
Yukon Territory has a subarctic climate, with long cold winters and brief warm summers.
The climate is generally dry. Average annual precipitation from 1997 to 2007 varies
between 215 rom and 380 rom (Environment Canada, 1971-2000). Snowfall is dominant
from October through April, and it is much greater in the mountains (Environment
Canada, 1971-2000). Snow accumulation in the Yukon is far below most regions in
southern Canada (Environment Canada, 1971-2000). Permafrost is either continuous or
scattered throughout the basin (Lewkowicz and Ednie, 2004).
The Pelly River basin is located at the southeastern part of Yukon River basin,
covering an area of 49,000 km2 and has three long-term Environment Canada gauges
located near the mouth of the Ross River, on the Pelly River below Vangorda Creek
(Faro), and at Pelly Crossing (Fig. 5; Table 1). The Pelly River basin comprises a wide
range of elevations, local relief, ecosystems, and climates, with significant various
atmospheric patterns (Brabets et aI., 2000), which make it especially sensitive to
observed and ongoing climatic and hydrological change. A lot of past mining activities in
this basin also mean that there is extra need to predict the spring flow in order to prevent
flood distribution of contaminated sediments. This basin is chosen because of the varied
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terrain and the presence of nested basins that can be used to address SWE, snowmelt, and
discharge relationships on a range of scales.
The Ross River basin is a sub-basin of the Pelly River basin. It covers an area of
7,250 km2, and has an Environment Canada stream gauge near the mouth of the
watershed. The Ross River basin is a much smaller watershed, but it has similar
topography as the Pelly River basin (Table 3). Topographic data were analyzed in
ArcMap using a 90 m DEM. The Ross River basin has no significant difference from the
Pelly River basin in elevation distributions, slope, or aspect, so it can be used in the pilot
study to examine the snow melt timing and SWE, and test the effectiveness of the
"SWEHydro" model.
19

Table 3. Pelly River basin and Ross River basin characteristics
Basin Pelly Ross River
River
Area (km2) 49,000 7,250
Minimum Elevation (m) 453 696
Maximum Elevation (m) 2522 2520
Mean Elevation (m) 1104 1110
Median Elevation (m) 1079 1068
Relief(m) 2069 1824
Mean Slope CO) 9 8
Aspect Mixed Mixed
21


DATA
This research aims to provide a way to simulate stream runoff in inaccessible
mountainous regions, so no field measurements were used as input data. This research is
solely based on microwave remote sensing observations and a 90 m DEM, both of which
can be obtained remotely without any in-situ field work. Ground based observations of
the streamflow from the Water Survey of Environment Canada are used to help
determine whether the model is a good representation of the snowmelt runoff.
The model receives input from four datasets:
1) AMSR-E Level 2A Daily Brightness Temperature data from 2003 to 2006
(Ashcroft and Wentz, 2003). This is used to extract the snowmelt timing for each
pixel based on AMSR-E snowmelt onset algorithm developed by Apgar et aI.,
2007.
2) AMSR-E Level 3 Daily SWE data from 2003 to 2006 (Kelly et aI., 2004). The
SWE data were used to estimate the total volume ofsnow on the ground.
3) 1: 250,000 (90m) digital elevation model (Environment Yukon, 2000). Raw DEM
data were processed in ArcMap and ArcHydro to outline the watershed boundary
and approximate the water flow path on the ground.
4) Observed discharge records from Environment Canada from 2003 to 2006. They
are used to approximate the base flow, compare with the model outputs and
calibrate the model.
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AMSR-E L2A Brightness Temperature
The Level 2A brightness temperature data (Ashroft and Wentz, 2003)
downloaded from the NSIDC website were used to determine the snowmelt timing. The
raw AMSR-E L2A data are first processed using the AMSR-E Swath-to-Grid Toolkit
(AS2GT) in the Passive Microwave Swath Data Tools (PMSDT) provided by NSIDC.
Then an Interactive Data Language (IDL) program including an extraction part and a
snowmelt onset detection part created by Ramage and modified by Apgar were used to
determine the snowmelt onset as well as the spring snowmelt transition period (Apgar et
a1., 2007). Ground based measurements such as near-surface air temperature and snow
wetness were used to calibrate the results. Snowmelt onset for AMSR-E data is
determined by the simultaneous occurrence of Tb greater than 252 K and DAV greater
than +18 K (Apgar et a1., 2007).
AMSR-E L3 Daily SWE
The Level 3 daily SWE data (Kelly et a1., 2004) downloaded from NSIDC
website were used to determine the amount of snow on the ground. The Level 3 SWE
data sets are only available in EASE-Grid 25 x 25 km2 pixel size. The HDF-EOS Image
Tool (EOS-IT) provided by NSIDC was used to extract SWE from the raw AMSR-E
Level 3 data. Snow pillow data (Environment Yukon, 2003) can be used to compare with
the remotely-sensed SWE.
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SWE is well understood for certain homogeneous regions, but it is difficult to get
accurate estimation in the boreal forest or other heterogeneous terrain (Derksen et ai.
2008). We assume that the global SWE algorithm for AMSR-E Level 3 data (Kelly, 2004)
does a reasonable job. However, we know that there is usually an underestimation of
actual snow (Dong et aI., 2005). This also corresponds to our own field observations of
SWE in the Pelly River basin- from 2005 to 2007 (Fig. 8). Therefore, we assume that the
"global" SWE algorithm used here provides a minimum value of snow water equivalent
in the Pelly River basin. We use the maximum SWE at snowmelt onset date +5 days as
the maximum SWE for the whole hydrological year.
A snow pillow is a device automatically reporting snow water equivalent. The
weight of snow accumulating on the pillow can be measured through examining an equal
weight of antifreeze solution pushed by snow into a standpipe in the adjacent instrument
house (Archer and Stewart, 1995). The snow pillow SWE data are more accurate than the
AMSR-E derived SWE.
Figure 9 gives an example of combining AMSR-E derived snowmelt timing and
SWE with ground measurements. The AMSR-E SWE curve stayed comparatively stable
before the snowmelt, and then fluctuated because of the effects of moisture in the
snowpack on the satellite signal (Dong et aI., 2005). Compared with the ground measured
SWE, AMSR-E derived SWE had a lower peak magnitude and earlier disappearance
timing (Fig. 9).
26
Digital elevation model (DEM)
A 1:250,000 (90 m) digital elevation model (Environment Canada, 2000, Fig. 10)
is used to analyze the terrain of the Pelly River basin and Ross River basin (Fig. 6, 7) and
to approximate the water flow path in the model. The basins were divided into two parts
based on elevations to examine the influence of elevation on SWE distributions.
27
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Figure 8. Comparison of snow depth from field measurements and revised Chang's
algorithm (Chang et aI., 1987) for AMSR-E data. The black line marks where field
measured snow depth equals the AMSR-E derived snow depth. The left part of the black
line is where field measured snow depth is less than the AMSR-E derived snow depth.
The right part of the black line is where field measured snow depth is great than the
AMSR-E derived snow depth. Most points are located in this area.
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Figure 9. Examples of AMSR-E derived snowmelt timing and SWE for a Yukon River
basin pixel (Ql 0), compared to the corresponding snow pillow SWE measurement.
(a, b) Based on the AMSR-E snowmelt algorithm that thresholds of snowmelt onset for
AMSR-E data are Tb greater than 252 K and DAY greater than + 18 K, the spring
transition season of2003 began on day 102, and ended on day 130 (shaded in gray).
(c) AMSR-E derived daily SWE with mark of four distinct time zones based on melt
timing: pre-melt (no melt), transition period (mild melt), full melt, and no snow. Because
when snowpack starts to melt, moisture will make the SWE data unreliable (MacKey et
aI., 2006), we use the maximum SWE at snowmelt onset date +5 days as the maximum
SWE for the whole year.
(d) SWE from Withers Lake snow pillow station in this Yukon pixel shows a more
realistic accumulative SWE curve until approximately the end of transition period. The
ground measured SWE has a higher value than the AMSR-E derived value, and a later
snow disappearance time.
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METHODS
SWE Distribution
Snow does not evenly distribute on the landscape, which means SWE is different
from one place to another. Apgar et al. (2007) examined the influence of elevation on
snowmelt timing in the Wheaton River watershed, Yukon Territory. High elevation
regions tend to have a later melt onset than low elevation regions. SWE obtained from
AMSR-E observations decreases significantly after the snowmelt onset partly due to
actual snowmelt and initially because the wet snow signal is inappropriate for satellite
"
based SWE observations. Therefore, elevation should also affect SWE measurability at
the end of the winter season. The impact of elevation on SWE distribution was examined
in this part.
The hypsometry of the Ross River basin and Pelly River basin (Fig. 14) were
generated from raw 1: 250,000 DEM data (Environment Yukon, 2000) based on their
elevation distributions (Fig. 13). The number of pixels was obtained from ArcMap for
each 100 m elevation increment; and then its proportion to the whole basin was
calculated and plotted in cumulative format. Based on the hypsometry and Table 3, 1100
m is approximately the median elevation of these two basins. The basins were divided
into two parts: low elevation regions lower than 1100 m, and high elevation regions
higher than 1100 m (Fig. 15). SWE for each part was calculated from raw AMSR-E
Level 3 Daily SWE data. SWE for both the Ross River basin and the PellY River basin
from 2003 to 2006 were examined in this research.
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Figure 13. Histograms of elevation for the Pelly River basin and Ross River basin,
derived from 1:250,000 DEM from Environment Yukon. (a) The Pelly River basin
elevations are approximately normally distributed. A large portion of the distribution is
between 800 and 1200 m. Most of the low elevation areas are located near the mouth of
the Pelly River. (b). Most of the Ross River elevations are above 700 m. The elevation
distribution also concentrates between 800 and 1200 m.
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Figure 14. Hypsometry of (a) the Pelly River basin, (b) the Ross River basin.
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The steps to obtain the SWE in depth for each elevation region are:
1) Distinguish low elevation pixels and high elevation pixels by detennining if their
median elevation is greater than 1100 meters.
2) Calculate the SWE in volume for each pixel by multiplying the SWE in depth of
that pixel with its area in the watershed.
3) Add all the SWE in volume for both low elevation and high elevation zones.
4) Divide the volume SWE by the area of low/high elevation zone to get the SWE
depth.
The steps to obtain the SWE in depth for the entire region are the same as the
steps illustrated above. It uses all the pixels of the area in calculations, and divides the
volume SWE by basin area in the fourth step.
SWE is the depth of water stored in the snowpack. It is easy to understand that
when temperature goes up, the snowpack begins to melt; and SWE migrates through the
snowpack to become streamflow in stream channels. If the SWE sharply decreased due to
wann weather, a large amount of melt water would be released into stream channels,
which would precede the subsequent discharge peak in a certain lag time. In this research,
I qualitatively examined the responses of stream discharge to SWE variations (decreases)
from 2003 to 2006 for both the Ross River and Pelly River basin to reveal the
relationships between snow distribution, melt and streamflow.
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SWEHydro Model
The previous section is qualitatively examining the relationship between snowmelt
and streamflow. This part is to quantitatively model their relationships.
Assumptions
Due to insufficient in-situ measurements and meteorological information of this
area, this model needs several assumptions. With future development of research in this
region, some of the assumptions might be improved to better approximate the real
situation.
This model has six assumptions:
I) Snow accumulates to its maximum amount before the snowmelt onset. Ideally,
the SWE should keep accumulating until the day before snowmelt onset.
Therefore, the maximum SWE should be the SWE at the day right before the
snowmelt onset. But because of the inaccurate SWE estimations for AMSR-E
data during melting season, here I used the maximum SWE at snowmelt onset
date + 5 days as the maximum SWE for the whole year. The wet snow that
accumulates after this date is ignored in this model.
2) The snowpack melts slowly during the transition period (smrl). It melts during
the day and refreezes at night.
3) The snowpack melts fast after the transition period (smr2). It melts day and night.
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M (mmJday) = 2.286* Tmean (Celsius) (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1956)
4) Water flows slowly during the transition period (ftl). Water flows on frozen
ground, and it might be refrozen at night.
5) Water flows fast after the transition period (ft2). Water flows on thawed ground,
and it is not trapped by frozen ice after the transition period.
6) Stream baseflow was summarized from stream flow records from 2003 to 2006.
The Pelly River has a higher base flow than the Ross River.
Before performing this model, the first step is to assign appropriate values to the
assumptions discussed above (Table 4). For the Ross River basin, I assumed that the
snowmelt rate during transition period (smrl) was 0.5 mmlday, the snowmelt rate after
the transition period (smr2) was 10 mmlday, flow time for a pixel in the transition period
(ftl) was 10 days, flow time for a pixel after the transition period (ft2) was 2 days, and
base flow was 7 m3/s. The smrl, ftl, and ft2 were summarized from numerous
experiments by using different values in the model; smr2 was approximated from U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (1956) by assuming the mean air temperature during the
melting period is ~ 5°C; and the base flow was generalized from 2003 to 2006
hydrographs. The Pelly River basin generally uses the same values of assumed
parameters as the Ross River basin, with the exception ofbase flow, which is higher at 60
m3/s.
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Table 4. Assigned values for assumed parameters in the SWEHydro model
smr1
0.5
mm/day
smr2
10
mm/day
ft1
10 days
ft2
2 days
base flow
Ross River Pelly River
smrl: snowmelt rate during the transition period;
smr2: snowmelt rate after the transition period;
ft1: flow timing during the transition period;
ft2: flow timing after the transition period.
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Modeling Procedures
The basic idea of this model is to first simulate the volume of released water per
day for each pixel, and add all the water volume to generate the overall basin hydrograph
based on the flow timing of each pixel (Fig. 16). The detailed steps are as follows:
1) For each pixel (25 x 25 km resolution)
Determine snowmelt onset date, end of high DAV, which corresponds to the end
of the melt transition period, and maximum SWE at snowmelt onset date+ 5 days.
The way to obtain these data was discussed in the "Data" section.
Calculate volume of released water for different time periods. As mentioned
previously, the snowmelt rates are different for the transition period and post-
transition period. The volume of released water per day is the product of
snowmelt rate (depth/day) and the pixel area (area).
Count the number of pixels the released water needs to flow across to the gauge
on the DEM maps. This is used for the simulations of flow timing.
2) For the basin
Add the volume of released water for each day from all the pixels based on the
stream flow path derived from the 90 m DEM.
Convert the total volume of water per day to discharge in m3/s.
Compare modeling results to actual discharge observations.
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Figure 16. Flow chart of SWEHydro model.
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Limitations
There are some limitations in this model that restrict the accuracy of the model
estimations. The biggest problem comes from the insufficient meteorological information,
which prevents me developing a model that requires many weather observations as input.
Microwave remote sensing is another source of errors. First its resolution, both 25 km
and 12.5 km, while the best available, are too low to precisely examine the snow in the
research area, considering that the visible/infrared remote sensing images normally have
a resolution better than 100 meters. Second the AMSR-E derived snow information is not
yet very reliable for this region. SWE from brightness temperature data are not yet
reliable for heterogeneous and mountainous regions. SWE data are not accurate after the
initial snow melt. It usuaily underestimates the actual snow amount (MacKey et aI., 2006).
This is also consistent with field observations in 2007. The lack of groundwater
information is also a negative factor of the model. The interactions between stream water
and groundwater in the research area are unknown at this time; and infiltration rate is
hard to determine. The accessibility to most part of the research area is very limited in
winter and spring. It is difficult to get in situ snow information, and difficult to correlate
the field measurements to the real conditions of a whole pixel.
Sensitivity Tests
Sensitivity tests were used to examine how those four assumed variables (smrl,
smr2, fil, and fi2) influenced the simulated hydrographs. Here I fixed three parameters
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and only changed one parameter at a time to examine its effect. The 2004 Ross River
basin simulated data was used in the tests. The result can be applied to other simulations
because they are from the same model. In the sensitivity tests, smr1 was varied from 0.1
to 0.9 mm/day; smr2 was varied from 8 to 12 mm/day; fi1 was varied from 6 to 10 days;
fi2 was varied from 1 to 5 days (Table 5).
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Table 5. The variation ranges of assumed paramett(rs in the SWEHydro model sensitivity
tests
smr1 (mm/day) smr2 (mm/day) ft1 (days) ft2 (days)
0.1 ~ 0.9 8 ~ 12 6 ~ 10 1~5
srnr1: snowmelt rate during the transition period;
smr2: snowmelt rate after the transition period;
ft1: flow timing during the transition period;
ft2: flow timing after the transition period.
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Monte Carlo Simulations
The Monte Carlo method is a computational algorithm based on repeated random
sampling variables to compute its results, which is often used when simulating physical
or mathematic models. Although there is no single Monte Carlo method, the approaches
generally follow a three-step pattern: (1) Define the ranges of possible inputs; (2)
Generate random inputs from the ranges, and then perform deterministic computations on
them; and (3) Combine each individual computation to obtain the final result (Metropolis
and Ulam, 1949). The SWEHydro model has four crucial assumed variables. I used this
Monte Carlo method to repeat the computation 1000 times to examine how these
variables influenced hydrographs.
Values for the four parameters were randomly generated from certain ranges
(Table 6) using the C++ random number generator that produces a uniform distribution.
Only integers were used in the Monte Carlo simulations for ft1 and ft2; but smr1 and
smr2 did not have this restriction. The program randomly generated a set of these four
parameters and then used them to compute a hydrograph. This step was repeated 1000
times to generate 1000 simulations. The next step is based on the 1000 simulations to
pick out the "best fit" and extract the parameters used in the best fit. By doing this, I was
able to find the best set of parameters for each specific year and refine the model.
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Table 6. Ranges of assumed parameters for Monte Carlo simulations using the 25 kIn
resolution data
smrl smr2 ftl ft2
0-1 mm/day 8-12 mm/day 6~10 days/pixel 1-5 days/pixel
smrl: snowmelt rate during the transition period;
smr2: snowmelt rate after the transition period;
ftl: flow timing during the transition period;
ft2: flow timing after the transition period.
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The simplest way to pick out the "best fit" is through one's eyes. When one does
this selection, one does not only consider the maximum peak and freshet, but also the
shape of the hydrograph and many other factors that are hard to express quantitatively.
But computers are not like human brains; they need unambiguous commands to do the
selections. I used three criteria to define the "best fit": peak date, peak discharge, and
freshet timing. The freshet here is defined as daily discharge increase exceeding 20 m3Is
for both the Ross and Pelly River, which is approximated from actual discharge
observations from 2003 to 2006. I "taught" the computer to automatically pick out the
"best ten" based on a mismatch function described below to compare with the actual
observations, and they can provide some information on the performance of model
simulations. The simulated peak date, peak discharge, and freshet timing were
automatically recorded in the program for each simulation. The total volume of discharge
is also an important factor to be considered which corresponds to the SWE of that year.
However it is still impossible to get a correct mass of snow since the AMSR-E derived
SWE estimation is not accurate. Groundwater, rainfall, and evaporation also influence the
volume of discharge in the stream. Because of these limitations, volume was not tested. I
examined the simulations from 2003 to 2006 in detail to see how the "best parameters"
changed from year to year.
,
The way that computers do the selections is through a mismatch function (Bjorck,
1996). A mismatch function is used to examine the difference between simulations and
observations. The mismatch function for SWEHydro is defined as:
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Error = (simulated freshet timing - actual freshet timing)2 + (simulated peak timing -
actual peak timingi + (simulated peak magnitude - actual peak magnitude)2/10000
To compensate for the effects of poor SWE estimation, I lowered the weight of
peak magnitude by dividing the difference between simulated peak magnitude and actual
peak magnitude by 10000, which means if their difference is 100 m3Is, it equals the
weight of 1 day difference in timing. The number 10000 used here is from many
experiments.
If the error equals zero, it means that the simulation matches the real observation
perfectly. The smaller the error is, the better the model performance. In this least square
mismatch function, the timing of the freshet (increase) and the peak are both given more
weight than the magnitude because AMSR-E derived snowmelt timing is more accurate
than AMSR-E derived SWE. If the model is correct, the flow timing can be obtained
correctly from correct snowmelt timing. But SWE data are not yet reliable, so even if the
model is correct, the flow magnitude relating to SWE can still have errors, which would
give the wrong information on our evaluations on the model.
Monte Carlo Simulations with High Resolution Data
AMSR-E provides 12.5 x 12.5 km Level 2A brightness temperature data, which
gives us an opportunity to use high resolution data as the inputs to the SWEHydro model.
But NSIDC does not provide SWE with a high resolution version, so here I assumed that
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the snow is unifonnly distributed through the entire 25 x 25 km area (SWE is assumed to
be the same for the four high resolution pixels in a single low resolution pixel), with a
difference only in snowmelt timing for each high resolution pixel. Because nonnally the
high resolution pixels have a different snowmelt onset date if they have different terrain
characteristics such as altitude distribution, the SWE input to the model also differs from
pixel to pixel as it is calculated on a different date. Monte Carlo simulations for the high
resolution data were tested in the Ross River basin. The size of high resolution pixel is a
quarter of the low resolution one, so the sampling ranges for Monte Carlo simulations
were also changed to fit the new finer grids (Table 7).
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Table 7. Ranges of assumed parameters for Monte Carlo simulations at the higher 12.5
km resolution EASE-Grid
smr1 smr2 ft1 ft2
O~l mm/day 8~12mm/day 3~5 days/pixel O.5~2 days/pixel
smr1: snowmelt rate during the transition period;
smr2: sno~melt/rate after the transition period;
ft1: flow timing during the transition period;
ft2: flow timing after the transition period.
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RESULTS
SWE Distributions
SWE was used to look at total snow accumulation at the beginning of the melt
season. Elevation affects the melt and the detected SWE (Figs. 17, 18). High elevation
regions maintain a relatively high SWE level until approximately the end of the transition
period. SWE is approximately 1o~70 mm higher for high elevation regions during day
110~140 for both basins and all the years, which is normally the transition period. In the
2003 Ross River SWE, for example (Fig. 17a), both the low elevation SWE and high
elevation SWE have a dramatic decrease at ~ day 115, when their difference significantly
increases. Because wetness makes SWE data unreliable, abrupt and large SWE decreases
on the satellite data are most likely caused by a moisture increase in addition to actual
snow melt. This also applies to the unusual sudden SWE drop in winter or early spring.
At the end of the melt season, a lower SWE level indicates more intense snowmelt.
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Figure 17. The Ross River basin AMSR-E derived SWE for different elevations (a) 2003,
(b) 2004, (c) 2005, (d) 2006. They have similar SWE levels before the snowmelt. When
the snowpack starts to melt, low elevation SWE drops more rapidly than high elevation
SWE, and the difference between low elevation SWE and high elevation SWE increases.
Their melt timing looks quite similar, but high elevations have a later snow disappearance
time.
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Figure 18. The Pelly River basin SWE for different elevations (a) 2003, (b) 2004, (c)
2005, (d) 2006. Their variation patterns are very similar to the Ross River basin. The
SWE difference between low elevations and high elevations is generally larger than the
Ross River basin, which might be because the Pelly River basin has a big low elevation ...
area near its mouth where snowpack melts rapidly after melt onset.
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Stream Response to SWE Variations
Before snow melt, SWE data were relatively consistent with little variation. From
.
SWE and snowmelt onset maps (Figs. 11, 12), most snowmelt onset occurs between day
90 and 110. The basin SWE has a corresponding first drop at ~ day 110 to 120, which is
probably caused by the snow melt. Every big decrease of SWE approximately correlates
to a runoff peak in the hydrograph. Take the 2003 Ross River for example (Fig. 19a):
there are four apparent SWE decreases (marked in gray), which correspond to four
distinctive discharge peaks (marked in black). For the Ross River basin, the lag time is
approximately 10 to 15 days (Fig. 19); for the Pelly River basin, the lag time is a little
longer, approximately 15 to 20 days (Fig. 20), because the Pelly River basin is much
bigger than the Ross River basin.
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Figure 19. Discharge records of the Ross River gauge vs. SWE of the Ross River basin
(a) 2003, (b) 2004, (c) 2005, (d) 2006. Because snow melt usually occurs between day
90 and 110 (Fig. 10, 11), the SWE decreases after day 90 to 110 indicate intense snow
melt conditions, which would cause discharge increase shortly thereafter. The lag time
between first SWE decrease in the melting season and freshet peak is generally between
10 and 15 days for the Ross River basin. The numbers in grey show where the SWE
decreases, and the numbers in black show where the discharge increases (a).
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Figure 20. Discharge records of the Pelly Crossing gauge vs. SWE of the Pelly River
basin (a) 2003, (b) 2004, (c) 2005, (d) 2006. The lag time between first SWE decrease in
the melting season and freshet peak is generally between 15 and 20 days for the Pelly
River basin, which is ~ 5 days longer than the smaller Ross River basin.
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SWEHydro Model
The SWEHydro model was first tested in the smaller Ross River basin (7,250
km2), and then extended to the bigger Pelly River basin (49,000 km2). The values for the
assumed parameters are listed in Table 4.
For the 2003 Ross River simulation (Fig. 21 a), the simulated discharge was higher
than the actual observations during - day 100.to 150, decreased significantly at - day 150;
increased again shortly after; and then decreased to base flow at - day 175. The simulated
freshet matched the real situation very well. There is a little discharge increase between -
day 190 and 200.
For the 2004 Ross River simulation (Fig. 21b), the simulated discharge was lower
than the actual observations before and after the peak. The simulated freshet and peak fit
the real situation on both timing and magnitude.
For the 2005 Ross River simulation (Fig. 21 c), the simulated freshet was - 10
days later than the real freshet. The simulated peak was - 8 days later than the real peak,
and its magnitude was a little higher than the actual observation.
For the 2006 Ross River simulation (Fig. 21d), the simulated freshet was - 5 days
earlier than the real freshet. The simulated peak had the same timing as the real peak, but
its magnitude was significantly higher than the actual observation.
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Figure 21. Modeling results compared to actual discharge measured at the Ross River
gauge (Table 1) (a) 2003, (b) 2004, (c) 2005, (d) 2006 using parameters in Table 4.
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This "SWEHydro" model was also applied in the bigger Pelly River basin. All the
assumed variables used the same values as the Ross River basin. However, base flow was
changed to 60 m3/s based on the Pelly Crossing gauge records from 2003 to 2006 (Table
4). The modeling results for the PellY River basin were shown in Fig. 22.
For the 2003 Pelly River simulation (Fig. 22a), the simulated freshet timing was
close to the actual observation. The simulated peak was ~ 10 days later and ~ 600 m3Is
higher than the actual peak. Their general shapes were similar.
For the 2004 Pelly River simulation (Fig. 22b), the simulation had a poor timing
estimation. Both the freshet timing and peak date are apparently different from actual
observations. The simulated flow magnitudes were generally lower than the real
discharge.
For the 2005 Pelly River simulation (Fig. 22c), the simulation has similar freshet
timing as the actual observation. Their peak magnitudes were almost the same. But the
simulated peak timing was obviously later (~30 days) than the actual peak timing.
For the 2006 Pelly River simulation (Fig. 22d), the simulated and actual freshet
timing were similar. For the actual observations, discharge increased significantly from
freshet to peak, and then maintained the peak for ~50 days. But the simulation discharge
decreased after the freshet, then increased to peak and maintained the peak for ~ 40 days.
They have similar discharge decrease timing after the peak time.
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Figure 22. Modeling results compared to actual discharge measured at the Pelly Crossing
gauge (Table 1) (a) 2003, (b) 2004, (c) 2005, (d) 2006 using parameters in Table 4.
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Sensitivity Tests
The results of the sensitivity tests performed on the model are shown in Figure 23.
These graphs show that the flow timing after transition period (ft2) has the greatest
control on the model, both on the timing and magnitude (Fig. 23d). The peak gradually
shifts right and down on the graph with the increase of ft2. The other three parameters
have a much smaller influence (Fig. 23a, b, c). The overall shape of the hydrographs and
freshet timing has almost no change, which implies that they are controlled by the model
input, not by those assumptions. However, the assumptions do affect peak locations and
peak magnitude, which are the key factors to evaluate the model. For this reason, it is still
important to find the best set of parameters to make the simulation fit the real
observations. Understanding the selection of these parameters will also make this model
more portable to ungauged basins in the future.
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Monte Carlo Simulations
For the Ross River basin (Figs. 24, 25), the best ten simulations for 2003 (Fig. 25a)
and 2004 (Fig. 25b) are very close to actual observations. They have similar peaks, both
timing and magnitude, and freshet timing. In addition, they also have similar hydrograph
shapes, which is very important but hard to define in computer commands. For 2005 (Fig.
25c), the problem is the freshet timing: the simulations lag 8 days compared to the real
observations. For 2006 (Fig. 25d), the problems are peak magnitudes and hydrograph
shape, which need further improvement. The simulation statistics are shown in Table 8.
The 2004 simulation has the smallest error, while the 2006 simulation has the largest.
The parameters shown in Table 9 are the mean, minimum, and maximum values
of the! 0 best simulations. Most of them are close to the preliminary assumptions. These
parameters are different from year to year, which is reasonable because they are greatly
affected by the snow and weather conditions of the individual years.
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Table 8. Statistics ofMonte Carlo Simulations for the Ross River basin 2003-2006 at the
25 kIn resolution
Year Observation 1000 Simulations 10 Best FitsMax Min Mean Max Min Mean Error
Peak Timing (Day) 148 178 133 147 149 147 149
2003 Peak Magnitude (m3/s) 229 430 249 313 271 265 268 17.1521
Freshet TiminQ (Day) 121 117 117 117 117 117 117
Peak Timing (Day) 151 171 141 157 152 150 151
2004 Peak Magnitude (m3/s) 505 724 337 504 510 500 505 1
Freshet Timing (Day) 123 122 121 122 122 122 122
Peak Timing (Day) 140 164 136 147 148 143 144
2005 Peak Magnitude (m3/s) 502 928 351 580 519 501 510 80.0064
Freshet TiminQ (Day) 120 128 128 128 128 128 128
Peak Timing (Day) 149 167 139 153 150 150 150
2006 Peak Magnitude (m3/s) 307 746 382 546 561 544 554 176.1009
Freshet TiminQ (Day) 135 122 122 122 122 122 122
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Table 9. Simulated Parameters of 10 Best Fits for Ross River basin 2003~2006 at the 25
kIn resolution
Year smr1 smr2 ft1 ft2
Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max
2003 0.56 0.14 0.99 9.86 8.29 10.52 8.1 6 10 4.0 4 4
2004 0.60 0.17 0.96 8.76 8.14 10.12 8.5 6 10 2.0 2 2
2005 0.83 0.03 0.98 10.12 9.77 10.22 7.7 6 10 3.1 3 4
2006 0.52 0.09 0.81 8.24 8.09 8.39 9.1 6 10 2.0 2 2
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For the Pelly River basin, the 1000 simulations vary significantly (Fig. 26), which
implies that the assumed variables greatly affect the hydrographs. The ten best fit
simulations are also selected based on peak location, peak magnitude, and freshet timing~
(Fig. 27). Similar to the Ross River basin, the freshet timing is very consistent. The
averages of freshet date for 2003 to 2006 are all within 5 days of the real observations.
But the simulations for peak timing and magnitude are not as good. The best ten
simulations from 2003 to 2006 are shown in Figure 27. Simulation statistics are. listed in
Table 10.
The best fits for 2004 (Fig. 27b) match the real situation very well, which has the
smallest error. For 2003 (Fig. 27a) and 2005 (Fig. 27c), the general shapes of the
hydrographs are quite similar, indicating the effectiveness of SWEHydro model, but the
2005 simulation has the largest error, especially for the peak magnitude. The simulations
for 2006 (Fig. 27d) have a big error, and are not like the real observations, which need
further investigation to see whether there were some unusual factors affecting stream
runoff in 2006. The errors for the Pelly River basin are all greater than the errors for the
Ross River basin, which might be because the Pelly River basin has a bigger basin size
and more low elevation regions. Table 11 lists the optimal parameters for the Pelly River
basin from 2003 to 2006.
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Table 10. Statistics of Monte Carlo Simulations for Pelly River basin 2003-2006 at the
25 Ian resolution
Year Observation 1000 Simulations 10 Best Fits
Max Min Mean Max Min Mean Error
Peak Timing (Day) 164 204 160 180 164 163 163
2003 Peak Magnitude (m3/s) 1210 2538 1160 1616 2040 1976 2009 89.8401
Freshet Timing (Day) 119 114 114 114 114 114 114
Peak Timing (Day) 153 232 155 187 156 155 155
2004 Peak Magnitude (m3/s) 2390 2930 927 1494 2400 2382 2393 13.0009
Freshet Timino (Day) 123 120 120 120 120 120 120
Peak Timing (Day) 142 213 147 168 147 147 147
2005 Peak Magnitude (m3/s) 2340 3948 987 1912 3440 3233 3343 160.8809
Freshet Timino (Day) 117 116 112 114 112 112 112
Peak Timing (Day) 149 218 150 178 150 150 150
2006 Peak Magnitude (m3/s) 1490 2501 1020 1614 2107 1980 2055 119.0881
Freshet Timing (Day) 128 126 119 123 119 119 119
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Table 11. Simulated Parameters of 10 Best Fits for Pelly River basin 2003-2006 at the
25 kIn resolution
Year smr1 smr2 ft1 ft2
Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max
2003 0.63 0.50 0.75 8.76 8.13 9.45 7.7 6 10 1.0 1 1
2004 0.46 0.02 0.71 9.93 8.03 12.00 7.6 6 10 1.0 1 1
2005 0.92 0.76 0.99 11.25 10.73 11.92 8.8 6 10 1.0 1 1
2006 0.70 0.42 0.99 8.99 8.07 11.09 8.7 6 10 1.0 1 1
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Monte Carlo Simulations with High Resolution Data
The results of Monte Carlo simulations from the high resolution data are similar
to the results from low resolution data, in terms of the shapes of hydrographs. The freshet
timing especially fits well with the actual observations, except for the year of 2005. The
peak timing is also improved from low resolution results, but the peak magnitude is
worse (Figs. 28, 29, Table 12). The 2004 simulations with high resolution data have the
smallest error, while the 2006 simulations have the largest. The optimal parameters are
listed in Table 13.
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Table 12. Statistics of Monte Carlo Simulations for Ross River basin 2003~2006 using
high resolution (12.5 Ian) data
Year Observation 1000 Simulations 10 Best Fits
Max Min Mean Max Min Mean Error
Peak Timing (Day) 148 167 149 159 149 148 149
2003 Peak Magnitude (m3/s) 229 431 275 345 390 362 376 4.1609
Freshet TiminQ (Day) 121 121 120 121 120 120 120
Peak Timing (Day) 151 160 145 153 151 151 151
2004 Peak Magnitude (m3/s) 505 751 409 564 545 521 537 0.1024
Freshet Timing (Day) 123 146 122 126 123 123 123
Peak Timing (Day) 140 153 137 144 143 141 142
2005 Peak Magnitude (m3/s) 502 946 421 641 734 582 685 8.3489
Freshet TiminQ (Day) 120 135 118 128 120 118 119
Peak Timing (Day) 149 157 141 148 150 149 150
2006 Peak Magnitude (m3/s) 307 775 428 574 515 495 506 68.9601
Freshet TiminQ (Day) 135 128 123 125 127 127 127·
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Table 13. Simulated parameters of 10 best fits for Ross River basin 2003~2006 using
high resolution (12.5 km) data
Year smr1 smr2 ft1 ft2
Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max
2003 0.51 0.11 0.99 9.15 8.00 10.06 3.8 3.1 4.7 0.6 0.5 0.6
2004 0.51 0.26 0.96 8.53 8.14 9.01 3.9 3.2 4.9 0.8 0.8 0.9
2005 0.84 0.71 0.95 11.23 10.33 12.00 3.9 3.1 4.2 1.1 0.9 1.5
2006 0.73 0.07 0.91 9.97 8.02 10.99 4.2 3.3 4.9 1.6 1.1 1.8
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DISCUSSION
After obtaining the simulated discharge from the SWEHydro model, the next step
is to decide how good this model is and whether the simulation fits the actual discharge
well. Here I considered the following factors as indictors ofwhether the model did a good
job, all of which are the things that are of concern for hydrological modeling of snowmelt
driven spring runoff in high latitude regions: (1) freshet timing; (2) peak streamflow
timing; (3) peak streamflow magnitude. I did not evaluate the total volume of flow,
another important factor, due to limitations of the snow mass input data.
Based on these criteria, for the Ross River, the modeling result for 2004 (Fig. 21b)
was excellent, because it detected almost all the peaks and matched the timing and
magnitude. The peak locations for the 2003 simulation (Fig. 21 a) were similar to the real
situation, but those peaks were significantly higher than the realistic peaks approximately
during day 100 to 170. However, this model did not take the groundwater effect into
account. Actually at the beginning of the snowmelt period, the released water should
partly infiltrate into ground, slowly flow under ground, and then recharge the stream at a
later time (Rutledge, 1997). Considering this factor, the 2003 result was also very good.
2005 and 2006 were less good (Fig. 21 c, d), especially for the freshet timing. But it
should be noticed that the overall .shapes of observed hydrographs and simulated
hydrographs were similar. For example, on the 2003 observed hydrograph (Fig. 21a),
there are many little spikes; and on the 2003 simulated hydrograph, there are also some
little spikes. For 2005 (Fig. 21c), both the observed hydrograph and simulated
hydrograph have one big peak, although their freshet timing doesn't match very well. The
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comparison of the actual and simulated hydrographs demonstrates that this model is good
but not perfect. The "SWEHydro" model does reflect the relation between snowmelt
timing and magnitude and river discharge.
For the Pelly River, the big discharge peaks for 2004 and 2005 were apparently
later than the actual observation (Fig. 22b, c). For the 2004 simulations (Fig. 22b), the
simulated peak discharge was ~ 25 days later and ~ 1000 m3/s less than the actual peak.
For 2005 simulations (Fig. 22c), the lag between the simulated peak and the real peak
was ~ 30 days. But their magnitude was almost the same. The results for 2003 and 2006
are better than the other two years (Fig. 22a, d), but they also have some mismatches for
the peak magnitude. This might be because the Pelly River basin is much bigger than the
Ross River basin, and it has much more complex climatic conditions and land cover.
For the four assumed variables in the SWEHydro model, smrl and ft1 have
limited influence on the hydrographs (Figs. 23a, c). The change of srnr2 affected the peak
magnitude (Fig. 23b). The faster the snowpack melts, the higher the peak magnitude
appears on the hydrograph. The change of ft2 affected both the peak timing and
magnitude (Fig. 23d). A big ft2, which means water flows slowly on the ground, would
cause a later peak time and a lower peak magnitude compared to a small ft2. The freshet
timing does not have much variation as a result of changes of assumed parameters, which
implies that it is not controlled by these parameters; it is only affected by the snowmelt
timing extracted from satellite data.
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The statistics of simulated parameters used for best fits can also show their
influence on the hydrographs. The maximum and minimum smrl, smr2, and ftl vary
greatly, sometimes from the low boundary of the simulation ranges to the high boundary.
But ft2 does not have so much variation. The parameter ft2 is the flow timing after the
transition period, which directly relates to the peak date on the hydrographs. Most of the
maximum and minimum ft2 values are the same, which means all the best ten fits used
the same ft2 in the SWEHydro model (Tables 9, 11, 13). This is consistent with what I
found in the sensitivity tests. The parameter ft2 has the greatest influence on the
hydrographs, so the values used in the best fits should not have much difference.
The use of high resolution snowmelt timing data is supposed to give better
modeling results. From Table 14, the high resolution data did significantly improve the
performance of model simulations. The errors for all the four years greatly decreased
because of the use of high resolution snowmelt timing data. Almost all the simulated
timing from high resolution data match the real observations very well. The biggest
problem and error source of the high resolution Monte Carlo simulations is the peak
magnitude, which is closely related to the AMSR-E SWE estimation. Because there is not
a finer or more accurate SWE available at this time, this is the best estimation we can get
for the spring stream runoff right now. In the future, we can develop our own SWE
algorithm specifically for this heterogeneous and mountainous area, which might be
helpful to improve the SWE estimation.
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Snowpacks are going to melt earlier because of the increasing threat of global
warming. The early snowmelt onset can cause an early stream freshet in high latitude
regions, and might result in a low flow in summer when it should be the normal peak
flow time. This change may have significant ecological impacts. The low groundwater
level might not be able to provide enough water for the plants. The birds and the animals
might not have enough water to drink. As a result, the whole ecological system might be
threatened by early or more rapid snowmelt.
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Table 14. Comparison of simulated results from different resolution data for Ross River
basin from 2003 to 2006
Real Observations Low Resolution High Resolution Errors
Year Peak Peak Freshet Peak Peak Freshet Peak Peak Freshet Low HighTiming Q Timing Timing Q Timing Timing Q Timing
(day) (m3/s) (day) (day) (m3/s) (day) (day) (m3/s) (day) Resolution Resolution
2003 148 229 121 149 268 117 149 376 120 17.1521 4.1609
2004 151 505 123 151 505 122 151 537 123 1 0.1024
2005 140 502 120 144 510 128 142 685 119 80.0064 8.3489
2006 149 307 135 150 554 122 150 506 127 176.1009 68.9601
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CONCLUSIONS
As global wanning continues to melt snowpacks earlier and faster in the high
latitude regions, accurate monitoring of snowmelt runoff in inaccessible mountainous
areas will become increasingly important. This study proves that AMSR-E passive
microwave data is a simple but powerful tool to investigate snowmelt timing, snow water
\
equivalent (SWE), and their collective effects on flow magnitude in high latitude regions.
Compared to low elevation regions, high elevation regions can maintain a high SWE
level for a longer time in the melting season, and have a later snow disappearance time.
The stream freshet unusually occurs as a response to the first SWE decrease of a year
with 10 to 20 days lag time in the Pelly River basin and its tributary, the Ross River basin.
The SWEHydro model, developed solely based on remote sensing observations and DEM
data, is effective in simulating spring stream runoff in basins lacking sufficient available
in-situ measurements. The sensitivity tests demonstrate that the simulated freshet timing
is only affected by the AMSR-E derived snowmelt timing. This model can be used as a
robust advance warning system for potential snowmelt-driven spring floods in
inaccessible mountainous regIons and ungauged watersheds. Because the assumed
parameters are partly related to the local weather conditions for specific year, the model
can also be regarded as a tool for risk assessment, which can give a probability that the
peak discharge would exceed a certain safe standard. Future work includes improving
accuracy of SWE estimation (using high resolution 12.5 x 12.5 kIn AMSR-E SWE data),
incorporating groundwater effects, refining snowmelt rates, flow timing estimations, and
flow path to incorporate topography, and applying the SWEHydro model to other arctic
and subarctic watersheds.
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SUMMARY
Snowmelt runoff is crucial to monitor in high latitude regions because it is the
major source of water input to local hydrological system in spring, and it has significant
impacts on the global water and energy budgets. However, due to sparse ground
measurements of snow and snowmelt dynamics, snowmelt runoff is poorly studied in
subarctic mountainous areas. Spacebome passive microwave remote sensing systems
such as AMSR-E provide scientists an innovative way to examine snowpack
characteristics in high latitude regions. Launched in 2002, the AMSR-E sensor provides
multiple observations per day for most high latitude regions from 2002 to present. Most
other snowmelt researches focused on homogenous terrain, where is optimal for passive
microwave observations (Chang et a1., 2003, 2005, Singh and Gan, 2000). Apgar et a1.
(2007) developed a new snowmelt onset algorithm in the complex and heterogeneous
upper Yukon River basin, defining AMSR-E brightness temperature threshold as 252 K,
and DAV threshold as ±18 K. This melt onset algorithm offers a good opportunity for
further refinement of snowmelt runoff.
SWE, the amount of snow on the ground as measured in water depth, is the most
important factor that connects frozen snowpack with snowmelt runoff. SWE estimation is
greatly affected by moisture in the snowpack, topography, and vegetation. AMSR-E
derived SWE data before snowmelt onset underestimate the actual SWE in the upper
Yukon River basin. But it still can be used as the minimum estimate of real SWE,
representing the total volume of snow in that area. SWE data also reveal snowmelt is
influenced by elevation: high elevation regions can maintain a high SWE level until the
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end of the melting season; while SWE in low elevation regions decreases quickly after
snowmelt onset.
The Pelly River basin is an ideal location for snowmelt runoff investigation
because (1) it is close to the research area where Apgar et al. (2007) developed the new
snowmelt onset algorithm; (2) it has three long term Environment Canada gauges whose
records can be compared with the AMSR-E derived discharge. Ross River basin is a
small nested basin of the big Pelly with a gauge at its mouth, which can be used for the
pilot study.
Based on AMSR-E derived snowmelt onset, SWE, and DEM data from
Environment Yukon, a new SWEHydro program was developed in C++ to model the
snowmelt runoff. Due to insufficient meteorological and geological information available
for this area, some assumptions were made in this model, including snow melt rate and
flow velocity ofmelted water. The flow path was approximated from DEM. Hydrographs
are generated from the SWEHydro model, which can be compared with real observations
to test the effectiveness of this model.
This model was first applied to the small Ross River basin, which has 26 pixels of
25 x 25 km2 EASE-Grids. Simulated results were compared with real discharge based on
peak timing, peak magnitude, and freshet timing. Although there are some differences
between simulations and observations, especially for the peak timing and magnitude, this
model proved to be effective because their general hydrographic shapes were similar. The
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most serious problem was magnitude estimation, which might be caused by poor SWE
estimation from AMSR-E data.
The SWEHydro model is also useful in much bigger Pelly River basin, which has
113 pixels of 25 x 25 km2 EASE-Grids. The general shapes of simulated hydrographs
were close to actual observations, with only little excursion in timing and magnitude.
Monte Carlo simulations were used for both Ross and Pelly River basins to pick
out the best fit hydrographs and optimal assumed variables in 1000 repetitions with
randomly generated parameters. The assumed parameters are different for different years
and different locations, which related to the weather conditions, local geology, and
surface topography. Future research can expand to study the weather, geology, and
topography based on these simulated optimal parameters.
The 12.5 x 12.5 km high resolution AMSR-E brightness temperature data were
then used in Monte Carlo simulations as well. Brightness temperature data were the data
source for obtaining the snowmelt timing. Therefore, from high resolution brightness
temperature data, the estimation of snowmelt timing was improved to finer resolution for
both the Ross River and the Pelly River basin. The SWE inputs to the SWEHydro model
were still the low resolution data, and they were used as the SWE for four high resolution
pixels in a same low resolution pixel. The results showed that the simulated hydrographs
were much better than the results from low resolution data, especially for the freshet and
peak timing.
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APPENDIX A: Regular 5WEHydro Program
The following program was written in c++ to automatically process snowmelt
timing, SWE, and flow path data with pre-assumed parameters to generate hydrographs.
The input data has a format shown in Appendices C~N.
IISWEHydro
1/11/08/2007 created by Fenglin Yan
1111/15/2007 added more comments by Fenglin Yan
IIThis program is used to create a hydrograph based on snowmelt timing, daily SWE and
DEM.
# include<iostream.h>
# include<string.h>
# include<fstream.h>
const int pixelnum=104; Iidefine the pixel number = 26 for the Ross River basin; 104
for the Pelly River basin
const double smr1=0.5; Iidefine the snow melt rate in the transition period is O.5mm/day
const double smr2=10; Iidefine the snow melt rate after the transition period is
10mm/day
const double baseflow=60; Iistream baseflow = 7 m3/s for the Ross River; 60 m3/s for
the Pelly River
const int ft1 =1 0; lithe # of days to flow across a pixel in the transition (here I use 10)
const int ft2=2; lithe # of days to flow across a pixel after the transition (here I use 2)
voidmainO
{
llREADDATAFROMATXTFILE
int onset[pixelnum], end[pixelnum], distance[pixelnum], swe[pixelnum];
Iionset[]->snow melt onset date; erid[]->date of end of high DAV; distance[]-
>distance to the mouth of each pixel
Ilswe[]->maximum swe at +1- 5 days of snow melt onset; area[]->pixel area in the
basin
double area[pixelnum];
int i=O;
ifstream fin("2006in.txt");
ofstream out("20060uttxt");
liread data from this file
Ilwrite data into this file
100
fin»onset[i]»end[i]»distance[i]»swe[i]»area[i];
while(!fin.eofO)
{
cout«onset[i]«n n«end[i]«n "«distance[i]«n n«swe[i]«n
n«area[i]«"\n";
Ilprint input data on the screen
i++;
fin»onset[i]»end[i]»distance[i]»swe[i]»area[i];
}
11--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
II PREPARE DATA
int lagl [pixelnum], lag2[pixelnum], dayl [pixelnum], day2[pixelnum],
day3[pixelnum], day4[pixelnum];
Illagl []->the time needed to flow to the mouth in the transition period;
Illag2[]->the time needed to flow to the mouth after the transition period;
Ilday1[]->the starting day of released water flowing to the mouth;
Ilday2[]->the last day of water in the transition period flowing to the mouth with
smr1;
Ilday3[]->the starting day ofwater flowing to the mouth with smr2;
Ilday4[]->the last day ofwater flowing to the mouth with smr2;
for (i=O; i<pixe1num; i++)
{
lag1[i]=ft1 *distance[i];
lag2[i]=ft2*distance[i];
day1 [i]=onset[i]+lag1 [i];
day2[i]=end[i]+lag1 [iJ;
day3[i]=end[i]+lag2[i];
}
double water1[pixelnum], water2[pixe1num];
Ilwaterl []->the volume of water with smrl; water2[]->the volume of water with
smr2
for (i=O; i<pixe1num; i++)
{
waterl [i]=smr1 *area[i]/1 000;
water2[i]=smr2*area[i]/1 000;
}
double dayleft1[pixelnum],sweleft[pixelnum];
int dayleft2[pixelnum];
Iidayleftl []->left day with smr2; dayleft2[]->int of day1eft1 [];
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t
'"//sweleft[]->water release to the mouth with smr2 in less than 1 day
for (i=O;i<pixelnum;i++)
{
dayleftl [i]=double((swe[i]-smrl *(end[i]-onset[i]))/smr2);
if (dayleftl [i]<O)
{
dayleftl [i]=O;
cout«"reconsider the smrl "«"\n";
}
dayleft2[i]=int(dayleftl [i]);
sweleft[i]=double((dayleftl [i]-dayleft2[i])*srnr2/1 OOO*area[i]);
day4[i]=dayleft2[i]+day3 [i];
}
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
//PROCESS DATA \
double water[pixelnum][365];
//water[] []->volume of water for each pixel, each day
intj;
for (i=O;i<pixelnum;i++)
{
water[i][j]=O;
}
for U=0;j<365;j++)
{
}
for (i=O;i<pixelnum;i++)
{
if (day2[i]>365) day2[i]=365;
for U=dayl[i]-I;j<day2[i];j++)
water[i] [j]=water[i][j]+water1[i];
for U=day3[i];j<day4[i];j++)
water[i] [j]=water[i][j]+water2[i] ;
j=day4[i];
if (water[i][j]=0)
water[i] [j]=water[i] [j]+sweleft[i] ;
//cout«water[i][j]«" "«"\n";
}
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}double watertotal[365],q[365];
//convert the result to Q
for (i=0;i<365;i++)
{
watertotal[i]=O;
q[i]=O;
}
for U=0;j<365;j++)
{
for (i=O;i<pixelnum;i++)
watertotal[j]=watertotal[j]+water[i] [j];
q[j]=baseflow+watertotal[j]/24/3600;
}
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
//WRITE DATA IN A TXT FILE
for (i=0;i<365;i++) .
out«i+I«" "«q[i]«"\n";
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APPENDIX B: SWEHydro Program for Monte Carlo
Simulations
The following program was modified from regular SWEHydro program to
perform Monte Carlo simulations in order to find the best parameters. The program used
C++ random generator to generate random numbers for each assumed parameter within a
given range to calculate hydrographs. It automatically records the freshet date, peak date,
peak magnitude, and the values of parameters used in each simulation for further analysis.
I/SWEHydro (Monte-Carlo)
1/11/08/2007 created by Fenglin Yan
1/11/1S/2007 added more comments by Fenglin Yan
1/11/29/2007 modified by Fenglin Yan for Monte-Carlo simuations
1/01/02/2008 modified by Fenglin Yan to record parameters used in the Monte-Carlo
simuations.
1/01/0S/2008 modified by Fenglin Yan to automatically get freshet date, peak date, and
peak magnitude
1/01/28/2008 added more comments by Fenglin Yan
//This program is used to do M(mte Carlo simulations
# inc1ude<iostream.p>
# include<string.h>
# inc1ude<fstream.h>
# inc1ude<stdlib.h>
# inc1ude<conio.h>
# inc1ude<time.h>
const int pixelnum=26; //define the pixel number = 26 for the Ross River basin; 104 for
the Pelly River basin
//const double srnr1 =O.S; I/define the snow melt rate in the transition period is O.Smm/day
(randomly assigned in M-C simulations)
//const double srnr2=10; //define the snow melt rate after the transition period is
10mm/day (randomly assigned in M-C simulations)
const double baseflow=7; I/stream baseflow = 7 for the Ross River; 60 m3/s for the Pelly
River
//const int ft1 =8; lithe # of days to flow across a pixel in the transition (here I use 8)
//const int ft2=S; /Ithe # of days to flow across a pixel after the transition (here I use 2)
const int freshetq=20; //threshold for freshet is 20 cfs
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void mainO
{
IIREAD DATA FROM A TXT FILE
int onset[pixelnum], end[pixe1num], distance[pixelnum], swe[pixelnum];
Iionset[]->snow melt onset date; end[]->date of end of high DAV; distance[]-
>distance to the mouth of each pixel
Ilswe[]->maximum swe at +1- 5 days of snow melt onset; area[]->pixel area in the
basin
double area[pixelnum];
int i=O;
int 100p=0;
int plocation[5000],freshet[5000];
double pmag[5000];
int flag,tmax,tfreshet;
double max,difference;
ifstream fin("2006. txt"); IIread data from this file
fin»onset[i]»end[i]»distance[i]»swe[i]»area[i];
Ilofstream out("parameter.txt");
while(!fin.eofO)
{
Ilcout«onset[i]«n n«end[i]«n n«distance[i]«" "«swe[i]«"
"«area[i]«n\n";
IIprint input data on the screen
itt;
fin»onset[i]»end[i]»distance[i]»swe[i]»area[i];
}
double smr1[5000], smr2[5000];
int ft1 [5000], ft2[5000];
II----------~~---------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
II PREPARE DATA
for (loop =0; 100p<1000; loop++)
{ char buffer[20];
charp1[100];
Ilstrcpy(p1,"C:\Documents and Settings\fey206\Desktop\output\");
itoa(loop,buffer,10);
strcpy(p1,"output/");
strcat(p1,buffer);
cout«strcat(p1,"outtxt");
ofstream out(p1); Ilwrite data into this file
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//radnomly generate assumed parameters
smrI[loop]=rand()/(double)(RAND MAX);
smr2[100p]=8+4*rand()/(double)(RAND_MAX);
ftl [loop]=(rand()%5)+6;
ft2[100p]=(rand()%5)+I;
cout«loop«" n«smrl[loop]«n n«smr2[100p]«" n«ftl[loop]«n
n«ft2[100p]«"\nn;
int lagl [pixelnum], lag2[pixelnum], dayl [pixelnum], day2[pixelnum],
day3[pixelnum], day4[pixelnum];
//lagl []->the time needed to flow to the mouth in the transition period;
//lag2[]->the time needed to flow to the mouth after the transition 'period;
//dayl[]->the starting day of released water flowing to the mouth;
//day2[]->the last day of water in the transition period flowing to the mouth with
smrl;
//day3[]->the starting day ofwater flowing to the mouth with smr2;
//day4[]->the last day ofwater flowing to the mouth with smr2;
for (i=O; i<pixelnum; i++)
{
lagl [i]=ftl [loop]*distance[i];
Iag2[i]=ft2[100p]*distance[i];
dayl [i]=onset[i]+lagl [i];
day2[i]=end[i]+lagl [i];
day3 [i]=end[i]+lag2[i];
}
double waterI [pixelnum], water2[pixelnum];
//water1[]->the volume of water with smrl; water2[]->the volume of water with
smr2
for (i=O; i<pixelnum; i++)
{
waterl [i]=smrl [loop]*area[i]1l000;
water2[i]=smr2[100p]*area[i]/l000;
}
double dayleftl [pixelnum],sweleft[pixelnum];
int dayleft2[pixelnum];
//dayleftI[]->left day with smr2; dayleft2[]->int of dayleftl [];
//sweleft[]->water release to the mouth with smr2 in less than 1day
dayleftl [i]=double((swe[i]-smrl [loop]*(end[i]-onset[i])/smr2[100p]);
for (i=O;i<pixelnum;i++)
{
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if (dayleftl [i]<O)
{
dayleftl [i]=O;
cout«"reconsider the smrl "«"\n".,
}
dayleft2[i]=int(dayleftl [i]); ,
sweleft[i]=double((dayleftl [i]-dayleft2[i])*smr2[ioop]/1 OOO*area[i]);
day4[i]=dayleft2[i]+day3[i];
}
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
//PROCESS DATA
double water[pixelnum][365];
//water[][]->volume ofwater for each pixel, each day
intj;
for (i=O;i<pixelnum;i++)
{
water[i] [j]=O;
}
for G=0;j<365;j++)
{
}
for (i=O;i<pixelnum;i++)
{
for G=dayl [i]-1 ;j<day2[i];j++)
water[i][j]=water[i] [j]+waterl [i];
for G=day3[i];j<day4[i];j++)
water[i] [j]=water[i] [j]+water2[i] ;
-j:::;day4[i];
water[i] [j]=water[i][j]+sweleft[i];
//cout«water[i][j]«" "«"\n";
}
double watertotal[365],q[365];
//convert the result to Q
for (i=0;i<365;i++)
{
watertotal[i]=O;
q[i]=O;
}
for G=O;j<365;j++)
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{
for (i=O;i<pixe1num;i++)
watertotal[j]=watertotal[j]+water[i][j];
q[j]=baseflow+watertotal[j]/24/3600;
}
max=q[O];
tmax=O;
for (i=1;i<365;i++)
{
if (q[i]>max)
{
max=q[i];
tmax=i;
}
}
plocation[loop]=tmax; Ilrecord the peak date
pmag[loop]=max; II record the peak magnitude
flag=O;
for (i=1;i<365;i++)
{
if(flag==O)
{
difference=q[i]-q[i-l ];
if (difference>=freshetq)
{
tfreshet=i;
flag=l;
}
}
}
freshet[loop]=tfreshet; lirecord the freshet date
11--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
IIWRITE DATA IN A TXT FILE
for (i=O;i<365;i++)
out«i+r«" "«q[i]«"\n";
out«">"«"\n";
}
ofstream out ("output/parameter.txt");
for (i=O;i<l OOO;i++)
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out«i«" "«smrl [i]«" "«smr2[i]«" "«ftl [i]«" "«ft2[i]«" "«plocation[i]«"
"«pmag[i]«" "«freshet[i]«"\n"; .
}
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Appendix C: 2003 SWEHydro Model Input for Ross River
Basin (25 km)
Distance to the
Melt onset Ross River gauge
date End date of (number of pixels MaximumPixel (Julian transition crossed where one 8WE (mm) Area (m
3)
(Julian day) pixel has aday) dimension of 25 x
25 km2)
K04 110 140 1 104 2373300
L02 99 118 2 128 95442300
L03 98 117 1 124 386937000
L04 98 117 0 128 291398000
M02 98 118 3 156 242887000
M03 98 119 2 148 625401000
M04 110 143 3 138 180346000
N02 99 119 4 146 185409000
N03 112 129 3 158 632626000
N04 99 119 4 154 522766000
N05 111 149 5 138 7460100
002 97 122 6 124 176993000
003 102 129 5 138 631444000
004 102 129 4 132 479228000
005 102 143 5 120 1409400
P02 99 142 7 126 125412000
P03 105 143 6 140 631824000
P04 99 143 5 118 408669000
Q02 101 142 8 148 94737600
Q03 101 143 7 156 631217000
Q04 100 143 6 122 232065000
R02 109 161 8 158 34011900
R03 110 176 7 148 428296000
R04 108 174 8 148 23967900
803 111 164 8 184 110727000
804 110 175 9 176 43853400
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Appendix D: 2004 5WEHydro Model Input for Ross River
Basin (25 km)
Distance to the
Melt onset Ross River gauge
date End date of (number of pixels MaximumPixel
to (Julian transition crossed where one 5WE (mm) Area (m
3)
(Julian day) pixel has aday) dimension of 25 x
25 km2)
K04 109 138 1 114 2373300
L02 98 136 2 118 95442300
L03 97 120 1 126 386937000
L04 93 122 0 116 291398000
M02 94 122 3 152 242887000
M03 98 135 2 134 625401000
M04 95 135 3 126 180346000
N02 95 139 4 146 185409000
N03 98 139 3 158 632626000
N04 93 138 4 144 522766000
N05 116 144 5 126 7460100
002 95 137 6 114 176993000
003 98 139 5 118 631444000
004 94 138 4 120 479228000
005 98 144 5 110 1409400
P02 95 138 7 116 125412000
P03 98 138 6 112 631824000
P04 95 138 5 104 408669000
002 98 138 8 112 94737600
003 99 144 7~- 116 631217000
004 98 137 6 100 232065000
R02 117 157 8 130 34011900
R03 116 158 7 146 428296000
R04 100 156 8 100 23967900
503 116 156 8 148 110727000
504 118 157 9 138 43853400
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Appendix E: 2005 SWEHydro Model Input for Ross River
Basin (25 km) ~"'-
Distance to the
Melt onset Ross River gauge
date End date of (number of pixels MaximumPixel (Julian transition crossed where one 8WE (mm) Area (m
3)
(Julian day) pixel has aday) dimension of 25 x
25 km 2)
K04 108 130 1 112 2373300
L02 95 129 2 116 95442300
L03 94 129 1 122 386937000
L04 95 128 0 146 291398000
M02 96 128 3 144 242887000
M03 96 128 2 144 625401000
M04 98 127 3 146 180346000
N02 96 129 4 158 185409000
N03 100 131 3 158 632626000
N04 95 128 4 142 522766000
N05 109 150 5 126 7460100
002 94 128 6 114 176993000
003 93 128 5 116 631444000
004 93 130 4 114 479228000
005 100 130 5 110 1409400
P02 94 128 7 116 125412000
P03 112 134 6 114 631824000
P04 94 128 5 104 408669000
002 92 128 8 108 94737600
003 95 129 7 116 631217000
004 96 128 6 100 232065000
R02 110 146 8 138 34011900
R03 110 128 7 116 428296000
R04 112 130 8 108 23967900
803 111 135 8 148 110727000
804 113 183 9 138 43853400
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Appendix F: 2006 SWEHydro Model Input for Ross River
Basin (25 km)
Distance to the
Melt onset Ross River gauge
date End date of (number of pixels Maximum
. Pixel (Julian transition crossed where one SWE (mm) Area (m
3)
(Julian day) pixel has aday) dimension of 25 x
25 km2)
I
K04 120 142 1 68 2373300
L02 94 130 2 138 95442300
L03 92 123 1 126 386937000
L04 80 122 0 142 291398000
M02 97 123 3 192 242887000
M03 95 123 2 146 625401000
M04 97 132 3 172 180346000
N02 97 124 4 180 185409000
N03 96 132 3 178 632626000
N04 97 123 4 212 522766000
;
N05 120 142 5 152 7460100
002 95 130 6 160 176993000
003 94 132 5 126 631444000
004 95 132 4 142 479228000
005 96 132 5 180 1409400
P02 94 133 7 174 125412000
P03 94 133 6 174 631824000
P04 95 132 5 170 408669000
002 96 133 8 156 94737600
003 94 132 7 144 631217000
004 94 132 6 158 232065000
R02 97 135 8 168 34011900
R03 97 136 7 148 428296000
R04 97 135 8 150 23967900
803 97 137 8 166 110727000
804 125 155 9 192 43853400
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Appendix G: 2003 SWEHydro MOdellnp~pellY River
Basin (25 km)
Distance to the
. Melt onset Ross River gauge
date End date of (number of pixels MaximumSWEPixel (Julian transition crossed where one (mm) .' Area (m
3)
day) (Julian day) pixel has adimension of 25 x
25 km2)
H09 99 122 3 100 309177000
H10 98 119 2 114 525374000
H11 88 117 1 130 632229000
H12 99 114 0 92 632489000
103 101 162 14 126 16750800
104 103 161 13 176 . 105802000
108 101 14,2 7 108 17706600
109 101 142 4 130 465944000
110 100 117 3 116 632213000
111 99 115 2 100 632310000
112 102 113 1 62 418090000
J02 104 155 14 118 37778400
J03 112 161 13 140 293285000
J04 111 155 12 160 612919000
J05 111 162 13 154 104530000
J06 112 154 8 166 97281000
J07 102 119 7 114 496643000
J08 114 154 6 82 617471000
J09 109 153 5 94 631897000
J10 101 119 4 94 632108000
J11 98 119 3 86 632302000
J12 89 158 2 90 319812000
KOO 102 149 15 106 110508000
K01 103 156 14 126 298882000
K02 108 155 13 110 578688000
K03 111 155 12 112 631751000
K04 110 140 11 104 631606000
K05 104 142 10 116 586221000
K06 99 119 9 132 632505000
K07 98 143 8 156 632537000
K08 99 153 7 146 632270000
K09 98 120 6 134 632310000
K10 89 129 5 142 632286000
K11 101 113 4 80 632002000
K12 99 142 3 158 129551000
LOO 103 148 16 162 559491000
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Distance to the
Melt onset Ross River gauge
date End date of (number of pixels Maximum SWEPixel (Julian transition crossed where one (mm) Area (m
3)
(Julian day) pixel has aday) dimension of 25 x
25 km2)
L01 103 148 15 162 631606000
L02 99 118 14 128 632432000
L03 98 117 13 124 632148000
L04 98 117 12 128 632124000
L05 99 119 11 156 632075000
L06 102 149 10 140 631792000
L07 111 153 9 136 631841000
L08 104 143 8 128 632545000
L09 102 123 7 130 632537000
L10 99 129 6 98 632294000
L11 100 119 5 108 366079000
L99 102 143 17 150 52496100
MOO 110 147 17 178 481375000
M01 105 143 16 174 630868000
M02 98 118 15 156 632189000
M03 98 119 14 148 632043000
M04 110 143 13 138 631792000
M05 102 143 11 144 632529000
M06 103 138 10 126 632221000
M07 99 143 10 108 632084000
M08 103 143 8 112 631687000
M09 98 119 8 104 539841000
M10 103 147 7 132 252590000
M11 99 120 6 144 13437900
M99 102 153 18 168 20671200
NOO 103 143 18 116 90744300
N01 103 143 17 146 632156000
N02 99 119 16 146 631921000
N03 112 129 15 158 632667000
N04 99 119 14 154 632343000
N05 111 149 11 138 632059000
N06 104 143 10 142 631841000
N07 101 149 9 104 632480000
N08 99 120 9 110 487337000
N09 99 150 9 122 103518000
000 103 149 19 92 168286000
001 105 143 18 106 632140000
002 97 122 19 124 631816000
003 102 129 16 138 631557000
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Distance to the
Melt onset Ross River gauge
date End date of (number-of.p»<els Maximum 8WEPixel (Julian transition . crossed where one (mm) Area (m
3)
(Julian day) pixel has aday) dimension of 25 x
25 km2)
004 102 129 16 132 632918000
005 102 143 11 120 632432000
006 99 143 11 134 632278000
007 101 144 .. 10 120 602705000
008 99 139 10 108 34416900
POO 100 148 20 122 267373000
P01 101 143 19 132 633088000
P02 99 142 20 126 632497000
P03 105 143 17 140 632075000
P04 99 143 17 118 632553000
P05 99 143 12 110 586011000
P06 99 144 12 122 569017000
P07 99 144 11 120 299425000
000 109 169 23 166 323425000.
001 114 169 22 156 631946000
002 101 142 21 148 632391000
003 101 143 18 156 631743000
004 100 143 14 122 631986000
005 99 144 13 130 195574000
006 101 149 13 130 106045000
ROO 115 175 24 188 7111800
R01 112 174 23 166 287906000·
R02 109 161 22 158 335243000
R03 110 176 19 148 547916000
-.-;---
R04 108 174 15 148 627661000
R05 106 174 16 140 39876300
803 111 164 20 184 110711000
804 110 175 16 176 213038000
805 112 175 17 194 14085900
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Appendix H: 2004 SWEHydro Model Input for Pelly River
Basin (25 km)
Distance to the
Melt onset Ross River gauge
date End date of (number of pixels Maximum SWEPixel (Julian transition crossed where one (mm) Area (m
3)
day) (Julian day) pixel has adimension of 25 x
25 km 2)
H09 97 137 3 76 309177000
H10 97 132 2 86 525374000
H11 97 133 1 114 632229000
H12 98 120 0 96 632489000
103 97 174 14 88 16750800
104 111 179 13 130 105802000
108 98 133 7 80 17706600
109 98 135 4 86 465944000
110 98 133 3 84 632213000
111 97 121 2 84 632310000
112 98 132 1 62 418090000
J02 98 144 14 90 37778400
J03 112 155 13 118 293285000
J04 111 155 12 120 612919000
J05 118 156 13 126 104530000
J06 116 156 8 126 97281000
J07 97 135 7 92 496643000
J08 119 144 6 80 617471000
J09 120 137 5 86 631897000
J10 98 133 4 86 632108000
J11 98 127 3 58 632302000
J12 98 136 2 58 319812000
KOO 99 144 15 90 110508000
K01 100 157 14 98 298882000
K02 113 157 13 98 578688000
K03 116 157 12 112 631751000
K04 109 138 1.1 114 631606000
K05 112 144 10 138 586221000
K06 97 135 9 96 632505000
K07 98 144 8 112 632537000
K08 98 138 7 114 632270000
K09 98 138 6 110 632310000
K10 98 132 5 116 632286000
K11 98 130 4 68 632002000
K12 106 143 3 116 129551000
LOO 99 157 16 136 559491000
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Distance to the
Melt onset Ross River gauge
date End date of (number of pixels Maximum SWEPixel (Julian transition crossed where one (mm) Area (m
3)
day) (Julian day) pixel has adimension of 25 x
25 km 2)
L01 99 144 15 140 631606000
L02 98 136 14 118 632432000
L03 97 120 13 126 632148000
L04 93 122 12 116 632124000
L05 94 137 11 152 632075000
L06 97 143 10 130 631792000
L07 117 138 9 110 631841000
L08 99 137 8 102 632545000
L09 97 137 7 114 632537000
L10 98 133 6 80 632294000
L11 97 133 5 90 366079000
L99 99 157 17 104 52496100
MOO 116 144 17 154 481375000
M01 99 135 16 166 630868000
M02 94 122 15 152 632189000
M03 98 135 14 134 632043000
M04 95 135 13 126 631792000
M05 99 144 11 132 632529000
M06 99 138 10 124 632221000
M07 98 138 10 98 632084000
M08 97 137 8 94 631687000
M09 99 133 8 84 539841000
M10 99 143 7 106 252590000
M11 98 136 6 146 13437900
M99 99 144 18 146 20671200
NOO 98 135 18 120 90744300
N01 95 136 17 138 632156000
N02 95 139 16 146 631921000
N03 98 139 15 158 632667000
N04 93 138 14 144 632343000
N05 116 144 11 126 632059000
N06 99 138 10 130 631841000
N07 99 135 9 88 632480000
N08 98 138 9 102 487337000
N09 99 144 9 102 103518000
000 99 136 19 82 168286000
001 98 137 18 108 632140000
002 95 137 19 114 631816000
003 98 139 16 118 631557000
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Distance to the
Melt onset Ross River gauge
date End date of (number of pixels Maximum 5WEPixel (Julian transition crossed where one (mm) Area (m
3)
day) (Julian day) pixel has adimension of 25 x
25 km 2)
004 94 138 16 120 632918000
005 98 144 11 110 632432000
006 98 137 11 108 632278000
007 99 137 10 106 602705000
008 98 137 10 100 34416900
POO 98 143 20 106 267373000
P01 97 137 19 106 633088000
P02 95 138 20 116 632497000
P03 98 138 17 112 632075000
P04 95 138 17 104 632553000
P05 98 137 12 86 586011000
P06 98 137 12 102 569017000
P07 98 137 11 102 299425000
aoo 99 144 23 138 323425000
a01 116 144 22 124 631946000
a02 98 138 21 112 632391000
a03 99 144 18 116 631743000
a04 98 137 14 100 631986000
a05 98 137 13 106 195574000
a06 98 137 13 108 106045000
ROO 117 145 24 146 7111800
R01 120 158 23 126 287906000
R02 117 157 22 130 335243000
R03 116 158 19 146 547916000
R04 100 156 15 100 627661000
R05 100 156 16 96 39876300
503 116 156 20 148 110711000
504 118 157 16 138 213038000
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Distance to the
Melt onset Ross River gauge
date End date of (number of pixels Maximum SWEPixel transition crossed where one Area (m3)(Julian (Julian day) pixel has a (mm)day) dimension of 25 x
25 km2)
L01 113 131 15 136 631606000
L02 95 129 14 116 632432000
L03 94 129 13 122 632148000
L04 95 128 12 146 632124000
L05 95 129 11 194 632075000
L06 114 132 10 122 631792000
L07 109 133 9 132 631841000
L08 108 131 8 142 632545000
L09 95 133 7 150 632537000
L10 83 133 6 94 632294000
L11 96 133 5 . 104 366079000
L99 100 133 17 122 52496100
MOO 113 134 17 146 481375000
M01 99 133 16 168 630868000
M02 96 128 15 144 632189000
M03 96 128 14 144 632043000
..
M04 98 127 13 146 631792000
M05 109 130 11 140 632529000
M06 98 129 10 158 632221000
M07 98 124 10 132 632084000
M08 102 130 8 136 631687000
M09 94 126
.. 8 100 539841000
M10 98 131 7 112 252590000
M11 95 133 6 130 13437900
M99 111 135 18 134 20671200
NOO 102 131 18 116 90744300
N01 93 131 17 144 632156000
N02 96 129 16 158 631921000
N03 100 131 15 158 632667000
N04 95 128 14 142 632343000
N05 109 150 11 126 632059000
N06 98 130 10 156 631841000
N07 108 131 9 116 632480000
N08 95 127 9 122 487337000
N09 98 133 9 112 103518000
000 101 131 19 84 168286000
001 96 135 18 108 632140000
002 94 128 19 114 631816000
003 93 128 16 116 631557000
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Distance to the
Melt onset Ross River gauge
date End date of (number of pixels Maximum 8WEPixel (Julian transition crossed where one (mm) Area (m
3)
(Julian day) pixel has aday) dimension of 25 x
25 km2)
004 93 130 16 114 632918000
005 100 130 11 110 632432000
006 95 130 11 130 632278000
007 108 131 10 104 602705000
008 110 131 '10 120 34416900
POO 95 130 20 84 267373000
P01 103 130 19 98 633088000
P02 94 128 20 116 632497000
P03 112 134 17 114 632075000
P04 94 128 17 104 632553000
P05 95 130 12 86 586011000
P06 98 135 12 96 569017000
P07 98 132 11 92 299425000
000 115 134 23 160 323425000
001 112 144 22 138 631946000
002 92 128 21 108 632391000
003 95 129 18 116 631743000
004 96 128 14 100 631986000
005 98 130 13 94 195574000
006 109 134 13 110 106045000
ROO 113 160 24 162 7111800
R01 114 146 23 148 287906000
R02 110 146 22 138 335243000
R03 110 128 19 116 547916000
R04 112 130 15 108 627661000
R05 115 131 16 156 39876300
803 111 135 20 148 110711000
804 113 183 16 138 213038000
805 113 181 17 184 14085900
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Appendix J: 2006 SWEHydro Model Input for Pelly River
Basin (25 km)
Distance to the
Melt onset Ross River gauge
date End date of (number of pixels MaximumPixel (Julian transition crossed where one SWE (mm) Area (m
3)
(Julian day) pixel has aday) dimension of 25 x
25 km2)
H09 95 165 3 90 309177000
H10 97 132 2 82 525374000
H11 94 124 1 126 632229000
H12 97 129 0 84 632489000
103 98 160 14 118 16750800
104 124 166 13 142 105802000
108 98 150 7.. 86 17706600
109 93 131 4 88 465944000
110 97 128 3 84 632213000
111 97 117 2 110 632310000
112 91 121 1 106 418090000
J02 97 165 14 108 37778400
J03 121 176 13 136 293285000
J04 125 171 12 144 612919000
J05 126 171 13 134 104530000
J06 125 161 8 88 97281000
J07 108 133 7 126 496643000
J08 125 159 6 86 617471000
J09 126 160 5 70 631897000
J10 99 124 4 98 632108000
J11 81 121 3 118 632302000
J12 96 158 2 106 319812000
KOO 95 165 15 98 110508000
K01 98 166 14 100 298882000
K02 114 171 13 104 578688000
K03 115 171 12 100 631751000
K04 120 142 11 70 631606000
K05 99 161 10 144 586221000
K06 97 129 9 118 632505000
K07 93 131 8 116 632537000
K08 84 134 7 120 632270000
K09 85 132 6 142 632310000
K10 93 129 5 122 632286000
K11 93 123 4 132 632002000
K12 99 135 3 146 129551000
LOO 98 161 16 126 559491000
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Distance to the
Melt onset Ross River gauge
date End date of (number of pixels MaximumPixel (Julian transition crossed where one SWE (mm) Area (m
3)
day) (Julian day) pixel has adimension of 25 x
25 km2)
L01 99 160 15 128 631606000
L02 94 130 14 138 632432000
L03 92 . 123 13 126 632148000
L04 80 122 12 142 632124000
L05 94 129 11 136 632075000
L06 98 161 10 168 631792000
L07 114 150 9 146 631841000
L08 98 133 8 172 632545000
L09 97 129 7 110 632537000
L10 84 123 6 112 632294000
L11 96 134 5 146 366079000
L99 98 162 17 126 52496100
MOO 114 161 < 17 160 481375000
M01 97 141 16 160 630868000
M02 97 123 15 192 632189000
M03 95 123 14 146 632043000
M04 97 132 13 172 631792000
M05 98 136 11 146 632529000
M06 98 131 10 174 632221000
M07 98 130 10 148 632084000
M08 97 134 8 132 631687000
M09 94 130 8 122 539841000
M10 99 133 7 142 252590000
M11 97 131 6 172 13437900
M99 97 161 18 144 20671200
NOO 97 136 18 108 90744300
N01 97 132 17 142 632156000
N02 97 124 16 180 631921000
N03 96 132 15 178 632667000
N04 97 123 14 212 632343000
N05 120 142 11 152 632059000
N06 97 133 10 200 631841000
N07 98 164 9 190 632480000
N08 94 131 9 186 487337000
N09 99 168 9 156 103518000
000 96 161 19 140 168286000
001 97 165 18 116 632140000
002 95 130 19 160 631816000
003 94 132 16 126 631557000
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Distance to the
Melt onset Ross River gauge
date End date of (number of pixels MaximumPixel (Julian transition crossed where .one 8WE (mm) Area (m
3)
(Julian day) pixel has aday) dimension of 25 x
25 km2)
004 95 132 16 142 632918000
005 96 132 11 180 632432000
006 97 132 11 188 632278000
007 98 161 10 238 602705000
008 97 132 10 212 34416900
POO 84 137 20 136 267373000
P01 97 132 19 150 633088000
P02 94 133 20 174 632497000
P03 94 133 17 174 632075000
P04 95 132 17 170 632553000
P05 97 134 12 158 586011000
P06 98 165 12 ·202 569017000
P07 98 134 11 206 299425000
000 97 165 23 158 323425000
001 98 161 22 160 631946000
002 96 133 21 156 632391000
003 94 132 18 144 631743000
004 94 132 14 158 631986000
005 98 166 13 166 195574000
006 98 165 13 172 106045000
ROO 115 161 24 218 7111800
R01 98 162 23 198 287906000
R02 97 135 22 168 335243000
R03 97 136 19 148 547916000
R04 97 135 15 150 627661000
R05 98 165 16 170 39876300
803 97 137 20 166 110711000
804 125 155 16 192 213038000
805 126 165 17 190 14085900
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Appendix K: 2003 SWEHydro Model Input for Ross River
Basin (12.5 km)
Distance to the
Melt onset Ross River gauge
date End date of (number of pixels MaximumPixel (Julian transition crossed where one SWE (mm) Area (m
3)
(Julian day) pixel has aday) dimension of 12.5 x
12.5 km2)
K04D 99 120 2 114 2251800
L02C 99 143 4 130 15535800
L02D 98 120 3 130 79890300
L03A 99 118 3 130 9153000
L038 99 120 2 130 157294000
L03C 99 120 1 130 66557700
L03D 99 120 1 130 153114000
L04A 99 122 0 116 143257000
L048 99 121 1 116 62118900
L04C 99 121 1 116 86240700
L04D 102 120 2 120 210600
M02A 101 121 5 156 4779000
M02C 99 120 4 160 138550000
M02D 101 143 5 156 99524700
M03A 99 120 3 148 158525000
M038 99 121 4 148 158047000
M03C 98 120 2 148 151430000
M03D 99 120 3 148 157569000
M04A 102 139 3 138 37972800
M048 99 143 4 138 140648000
M04D 111 152 5 138 1595700
N02C 102 143 6 138 86710500
N02D 103 128 7 138 98568900
N03A 102 142 5 148 158590000
N038 101 122 6 148 158217000
N03C 99 130 4 170 158152000
N03D 103 131 5 158 157869000
N04A 99 131 5 154 158501000
N048 99 130 6 154 158566000
N04C 105 152 6 150 128199000
N04D 103 151 7 150 77468400
N05A 111 153 7 138 6925500
N058 113 150 8 138 575100
0028 99 143 10 124 1287900
002C 99 130 8 124 77897700
002D 101 143 9 120 97394400
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Distance to the
Melt onset Ross River gauge
date End date of (number of pixels MaximumPixel (Julian transition crossed where one SWE (mm) Area (m
3)
(Julian day) pixel has aday) dimension of 12.5 x
12.5 km2)
003A 102 130 7 138. 158258000
003B 106 141 8 138 157974000
003C 102 130 6 138 157780000
0030 102 131 9 138 15]424000
004A 99 130 7 146 156905000
004B 99 131 8 146 158323000
004C 102 143 8 132 22866300
0040 101 140 9 132 141345000
005B 102 142 10 120 1425600
P02A 99 144 11 138 639900
P02C 107 143 10 138 27410400
P020 106 143 11 138 97313400
P03A 106 144 9 140 158136000
P03B 106 143 10 140 158152000
P03C 99 140 10 138 157974000
P030 99 143 11 138 157545000
P04A· 99 143 9 118 158331000
P04B 100 143 10 118 148667000
P04C 99 143 10 118 77841000
P040 100 142 11 118 25936200
Q02C 99 129 12 148 39600900
Q020 106 142 13 148 54845100
Q03A 102 143 11 156 157982000
Q03B 105 149 12 156 157764000
Q03C 100 143 12 156 158104000
Q030 105 150 13 156 157812000
Q04A 101 143 11 122 147120000
Q04B 104 143 12 122 84061800
Q04C 100 143 12 122 1158300
R02C 109 154 14 164 33963300
R03A 110 174 13 144 112306000
I 154 50957100R03B 113 174 14
R03C 108 149 14 166 149866000
R030 113 174 15 154 115271000
R04A 108 175 13 148 11955600
R04B 113 175 18 148 11979900
S03C 113 175 16 180 109941000
S030 116 177 17 196 1028700
S04A 112 175 17 176 43942500
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Appendix L: 2004 SWEHyro Model Input for Ross River
Basin (12.5 km)
Distance to the
Melt onset Ross River gauge
date End date of (number of pixels MaximumPixel (Julian transition crossed where one SWE (mm) Area (m
3)
(Julian day) pixel has aday) dimension of 12.5x
12.5 km2)
K04D 96 135 2 106 2251800
L02C 97 126 4 116 15535800
L02D 98 130 3 118 79890300
L03A 98 130 3 126 9153000
L03B 98 130 2 126 157294000
L03C 98 131 1 126 66557700
L03D 97 131 1 126 153114000
L04A 98 131 0 126 143257000
L04B . 96 135 1- 116 62118900
L04C 98 135 1 126 86240700
L04D 95 135 2 116 210600
M02A 96 131 5 152 4779000
M02C 95 136 4 152 138550000
M02D 98 136 5 156 99524700
M03A 99 121 3 t34 158525000
M03B 99 137 4 134 158047000
M03C 95 122 2 134 151430000
M03D 93 123 3 134 157569000
M04A 95 135 3 126 37972800
M04B 98 137 4 146 .~ 140648000
M04D 119 139 5 114 1595700
N02C 98 136 6 158 86710500
N02D 98 137 7 158 98568900
N03A 98 138 5 158 158590000
N03B 98 138 6 158 158217000
N03C 98 138 4 158 158152000
N03D 98 138 5 158 157869000
N04A 96 137 5 142 158501000
N04B 97 136 6 142 158566000
N04C 99 139 6 148 128199000
N04D 99 139 7 148 77468400
N05A 116 139 7 126 6925500
N05B 116 144 8 126 575100
002B 97 138 10 114 1287900
002C 98 138 8 114 77897700
002D 98 144 9 114 97394400
003A 98 138 7 118 158258000
003B 98 138 8 118 157974000
003C 98 137 6 118 157780000
003D 98 138 9 118 157424000
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Distance to the
Melt onset Ross River gauge
date End date of (number of pixels MaximumPixel (Julian transition crossed where one SWE (mm) Area (m
3)
day) (Julian day) pixel has adimension of 12.5 x
12.5 km2)
004A 97 138 7 120 156905000
004B 97 137 8 120 158323000
004C 98 139 8 118 22866300
004D 94 137 9 120 141345000
005B 93 139 10 114 1425600
P02A 98 138 11 110 639900
P02C 99 138 10 110 27410400
P02D 99 136 11 110 97313400
P03A 98 138 9 112 158136000
P03B 100 138 10 114 158152000
P03C 96 137 10 112 157974000
P03D 96 138 11 112 157545000
P04A 98 137 9 104 158331000
P04B 98 137 10 104 148667000
P04C 98 138 10 104 77841000
P04D 98 138 11 104 25936200
Q02C 100 137 12 112 39600900
Q02D 102 143 13 116 54845100
Q03A 99 137 11 116 157982000
Q03B 100 139 12 116 157764000
Q03C 98 137 12 116 158104000
Q03D 100 144 13 116 157812000
Q04A 98 138 11 100 147120000
Q04B 99 139 12 100 84061800
Q04C 99 139 12 100 1158300
R02C 116 144 14 130 33963300
R03A 116 145 13 146 112306000
R03B 117 144 14 146 50957100
R03C 118 143 14 146 149866000
R03D 116 146 15 146 115271000
R04A 101 144 13 100 11955600
R04B 120 161 18 140 11979900
S03C 117 157 16 148 109941000
S03D 119 175 17 ~ 140 1028700
S04A 118 175 17 148 43942500
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Appendix M: 2005 SWEHydro Model Input for Ross River
Basin (12.5 km)
Distance to the
Melt onset Ross River gauge
date End date of (number of pixels MaximumPixel (Julian transition crossed where one SWE (mm) Area (m
3)
(Julian day) pixel has aday) dimension of 12.5 x
12.5 km2)
K04D 85 130 2 118 2251800
L02C 94 130 4 122 15535800
L02D 94 132 3 122 79890300
L03A 90 130 3 122 9153000
L038 93 131 2 122 157294000
L03C 93 130 1 122 66557700
L03D 95 131 1 116 153114000
L04A 95 .129 0 146 143257000
L048 94 130 1 146 62118900
L04C 94 130 1 146 86240700
L04D 94 130 2 146 210600
M02A 95 130 5 144 4779000
M02C 93 130 4 144 138550000
M02D 93 130 5 144 99524700
M03A 93 131 3 136 158525000
M038 93 130 4 136 158047000
M03C 95 117 2 144 151430000
M03D 93 130 3 136 157569000
M04A 101 130 3 130 37972aQ0
M048 98 130 4 130 140648000
M04D 108 132 5 138 1595700
N02C 96 132 6 154 86710500
N02D 100 129 7 154 98568900
N03A 100 132 5 140 158590000
N038 101 130 6 140 158217000
N03C 98 131 4 140 158152000
N03D 101 130 5 140 157869000
N04A 94 130 5 144 158501000
N048 94 130 6 144 158566000
N04C 108 129 6 158 128199000
N04D 108 129 7 158 77468400
N05A 110 130 7 126 6925500
N058 109 131 8 126 575100
0028 95 130 10 120 1287900
002C 95 131 8 120 77897700
0020 97 130 9 120 97394400
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Distance to the
Melt onset Ross River gauge
date End date of (number of pixels· MaximumPixel (Julian transition crossed where one SWE (mm) Area (m
3)
day) (Julian day) pixel has adimension of 12.5 x
12.5 km2)
003A 101 130 7 122 158258000
003B 112 130 8 114 157974000
003C 101 130 6 122 157780000
0030 112 129 9 114 157424000
004A 99 130 7 126 156905000
004B 96 130 8 126 158323000
004C 99 130 8 126 22866300
0040 97 130 9 126 141345000
005B 94 133 10 134 1425600
P02A 94 130 11 102 639900
P02C 112 130 10 102 27410400
P020 102 129 11 102 97313400
P03A 112 130 9 112 158136000
P03B 111 130 10 112 158152000
P03C 108 130 10 110 157974000
P030 98 131 11 114 157545000
P04A 95 130 9 106 158331000
P04B 108 131 10 102 148667000
P04C 97 130 10 106 77841000
P040 98 130 11 106 25936200
002C 112 130 12 112 39600900
0020 99 131 13 102 54845100
003A 111 131 11 128 157982000
003B 108 130 12 114 157764000
003C 99 130 12 102 158104000
0030 109 130 13 128 157812000
004A 99 130 11 84 147120000
004B 99 130 12 84 84061800
004C 99 130 12 84 1158300
R02C 112 130 14 126 33963300
R03A 114 133 13 166 112306000
R03B 113 134 14 166 50957100
R03C 113 134 14 166 149866000
R030 113 134 15 166 115271000
R04A 113 135 13 156 11955600
R04B 115 135 18 174 11979900
S03C 114 135 16 188 109941000
SO3D 112 173 17 144 1028700
S04A 115 135 17 186 43942500
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Appendix N: 2006 SWEHydro Model Input for Ross River
Basin (12.5 km)
Distance to the
Melt onset Ross River gauge
date End date of (number of pixels MaximumPixel (Julian transition crossed where one SWE (mm) Area (m
3)
day) (Julian day) pixel has adimension of 12.5 x
12.5 km2)
K04D 81 132 2 82 2251800
L02C 94 129 4 138 15535800
L02D 87 123 3 138 79890300
L03A 81 122 3 92 9153000
L038 91 124 2 126 157294000
L03C 81 129 1 92 66557700
L03D 83 123 1 108 153114000
L04A 81 130 0 116 143257000
L048 84 129 1 136 62118900
L04C 86 130 1 142 86240700
L04D 97 130 2 182 210600
M02A 83 136 5 148 4779000
M02C 95 137 4 160 138550000
M02D 97 136 5 192 99524700
M03A 82 123 3 140 158525000
M038 95 137 4 146 158047000
M03C 96 132 2 172 151430000
M03D 95 131 3 146 157569000
M04A 97 130 3 172 37972800
M048 97 131 4 172 140648000
M04D 114 166 5 212 1595700
N02C 96 132 6 180 86710500
N02D 95 133 7 166 98568900
N03A 95 132 5 158 158590000
N038 95 132 6 158 158217000
N03C 96 133 4 178 158152000
N03D 95 131 5 158 157869000
N04A 97 131 5 212 158501000
N048 97 133 6 212 158566000
N04C 97 166 6 212 128199000
N04D 98 164 7 220 77468400
N05A 114 161 7 174 6925500
N058 114 166 8 174 575100
0028 95 130 10 160 1287900
002C 95 133 8 160 77897700
0020 96 134 9 158 97394400
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Distance to the
Melt onset Ross River gauge
date End date of (number of pixels MaximumPixel (Julian transition crossed where one 8WE (mm) Area (m
3)
day) (Julian day) pixel has adimension of 12.5 x
12.5 km2)
003A 96 131 7 142 158258000
003B 96 135 8 142 157974000
003C 95 133 6 126 157780000
0030 96 132 9 142 N7424000
004A 96 131 7 168· 156905000
004B 95 132 8 142 158323000
004C 97 131 8 168 22866300
0040 96 135 9 168 141345000
005B 95 133 10 180 1425600
P02A 96 131 11 164 639900
P02C 96 135 10 164 27410400
P020 96 135 11 164 97313400
P03A 97 131 9 174 158136000
P03B 96 133 10 170 158152000
P03C 96 132 10 1.70 157974000
P030 95 133 11 174 157545000
P04A 97 131 9 164 158331000
P04B 95 132 10 170 148667000
P04C 95 131 10 170 77841000
P040 97 133 11 164 25936200
002C 96 135 12 156 39600900
0020 96 135 13 156 54845100
003A 96 135 11 140 157982000
003B 97 166 12 144 157764000
003C 95 135 12 144 158104000
0030 98 133 13 150 157812000
004A 97 135 11 154 147120000
004B 96 166 12 158 84061800
004C 95 135 12 158 1158300
R02C 96 166 14 168 33963300
R03A 98 166 13 152 112306000
R03B 114 165 14 150 50957100
R03C 98 165 14 152 149866000
R030 98 161 15 152 115271000
R04A 99 161 13 138 11955600
R04B 99 161 18 138 11979900
S03C 114 165 16 166 109941000
8030 126 161 17 172 1028700
S04A 125 161 17 192 43942500
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Appendix 0: Pixels of Pelly River Basin (25 km)
Latitude Longitude ElevationPixel (dd) (dd) EASE X EASEY Area (m
3) Min Max Median
(m) (m) (m)
G10 62.145,7 -135.993 275 272 116745000 723 1313 827
G11 62.3065 -136.332 276 272 174304000 683 1320 955
G12 62.4663 -136.675 277 272 142155000 576 1106 751
G13 62.6250 -137.021 278 272 192480000 453 1269 .706
G14 62.7826 -137.372 279 272 33606900 697 1282 967
H09 62.1495 -135.331 274 273 309177000 709 1706 978
H10 62.3122 -135.666 275 273 525374000 597 1300 786
H11 62.4740 -136.005 276 273 632229000 544 1471 732
H12 62.6347 -136.348 277 273 632489000 469 1400 597
H13 62.7943 -136.695 278 273 517039000 457 1254 708
H14 62.9528 -137.045 279 273 24891300 792 1282 999
103 61.3114 -133.069 268 274 16750800 1093 1976 1360
104 61.4809 -133.382 269 274 105802000 1080 2250 1589
108 62.1495 -134.669 273 274 17706600 1402 2029 1628
109 62.3142 -135.000 274 274 465944000 705 2007 1134
110 62.4778 -135.335 275 274 632213000 521 1373 664
111 62.6404 -135.674 276 274 632310000 512 1363 640
112 62.8020 -136.017 277 274 418090000 489 1673 843
_..
113 62.9626 -136.364 278 274 247107000 648 1197 741
114 63.1220 -136.715 279 274 57477600 738 1373 937
J02 61.2985 -132.427 267 275 37778400 1261 2111 1640
J03 61.4698 -132.735 268 275 293285000 1088 2221 1587
J04 61.6402 -133.047 269 275 612919000 912 2189 1460
J05 61.8096 -133.363 270 275 104530000 1039 2364 1515
J06 61.9781 -133.683 271 275 97281000 619 1131 902
J07 62.1457 -134.007 272 275 496643000 609 2002 1035
J08 62.3122 -134.334 273 275 617471000 601 2129 1198
J09 62.4778 -134.665 274 275 631897000 570 1990 869
J10 62.6424 -135.000 275 275 632108000 541 1680 659
J11 62.8059 -135.339 276 275 632302000 513 1896 794
J12 62.9684 -135.682 277 275 319812000 548 2191 1366
KOO 61.1079 -131.483 265 276 110508000 1075 1976 1416
K01 61.2819 -131.785 266 276 298882000 966 2152 1414
K02 61.4550 -132.089 267 276 578688000 868 2161 1330
K03 61.6271 -132.397 268 276 631751000 699 2088 1224
K04 61.7984 -132.709 269 276 631606000 670 2007 975
K05 61.9687 -133.025 270 276 586221000 666 1778 904
K06 62.1381 -133.345 271 276 632505000 619 2042 1256
K07 62.3065 -133.668 272 276 632537000 619 2048 1257
K08 62.4740 -133.995 273 276 632270000 666 2105 1155
K09 62.6404 -134.326 274 276 632310000 609 1673 919
K10 62.8059 -134.661 275 276 632286000 545 1977 864
K11 62.9704 -135.000 276 276 632002000 666 1884 960
134
Latitude Longitude ElevationPixel EASE X EASEY Area (m3) Min Max Median(dd) (dd) (m) (m) (m)
K12 63.1338 -135.343 277 276 129551000 866 1748 1228
Lod 61.2616 -131.143 265 277 559491000 1052 2137 1447
L01 61.4364 -131.444 266 277 631606000 821 1890 1150
L02 61.6103 -131.748 267 277 632432000 760 1371 944
L03 61.7834 -132.056 268 277 632148000 696 1438 834
L04 61.9555 -132.368 269 277 632124000 696 1562 956
L05 62.1267 -132.683 270 277 632075000 762 2017 1175
L06 62.2970 -133.002 ' 271 277 631792000 807 2022 1407
L07 62.4663 -133.325 272 277 631841000 761 2016 1031
L08 62.6347 -133.652 273 277 632545000 668 1947 986
L09 62.8020 -133.983 274 277 632537000 578 1846 923
L10 62.9684 -134.318 275 277 632294000 548 1635 784
L11 63.1338 -134.657 276 277 366079000 768 1891 1051
L99 61.0859 -130.846 264 277 52496100 1219 2140 1473
MOO 61.4142 -130.799 265 278 481375000 940 1865 1225
M01 61.5898 -131.100 266 278 630868000 821 1346 932
M02 61.7646 -131.403 267 278 632189000 819 1730 1069
M03 61.9385 -131.711 268 278 632043000 756 1399 841
M04 62.1115 -132.022 269 278 631792000 772 2004 1304
M05 62.2836 -132.337 270 278 632529000 919 2138 1229
M06 62.4548 -132.656 271 278 632221000 798 1899 1025
M07 62.6250 -132.979 272 278 632084000 667 1999 1240
M08 62.7943 -133.305 273 278 631687000 598 1635 908
M09 62.9626 -133.636 274 278 539841000 586 1843 1206
M10 63.1299 -133.971 275 278 252590000 644 1560 914
M11 63.2962 -134.310 276 278 13437900 821 1400 941
M99 61.2376 -130.503 264 278 20671200 1353 2067 1668
NOO 61.5656 -130.452 265 279 90744300 953 1497 1069
N01 61.7421 -130.752 266 279 632156000 863 1500 1013
N02 61.9178 -131.055 267 279 631921000 853 1627 996
N03 62.0926 -131.362 268 279 632667000 782 1528 984
N04 62.2665 -131.673 269 279 632343000 782 2043 1234
N05 62.4394 -131.987 270 279 632059000 739 2104 1182
N06 62.6115 -132.306 271 279 631841000 679 1966 992
N07 62.7826 -132.628 272 279 632480000 667 2159 960
N08 62.9528 -132.955 273 279 487337000 639 1947 1014
N09 63.1220 -133.285 274 279 103518000 1074 2118 1504
000 61.7159 -130.101 265 280 168286000 915 2073 1371
001 61.8933 -130.400 266 280 632140000 883 2037 1097
002 62.0698 -130.703 267 280 631816000 883 1835 1103
003 62.2455 -131.009 268 280 631557000 850 1679 1038
004 62.4203 -131.319 269 280 632918000 820 1841 928
005 62.5942 -131.634 270 280 632432000 758 2076 1031
006 62.7671 -131.952 271 280 632278000 738 1994 1174
007 62.9392 -132.274 272 280 602705000 739 1899 1077
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Latitude Longitude ElevationPixel EA8EX EA8EY Area (m3) Min Max Median(dd) (dd) (m) (m) (m)
008 63.1103 -132.600 273 280 34416900 856 2019 1199
POO 61.8651 -129.746 265 281 267373000 968 2030 1252
P01 62.0433 -130.045 266 281 633088000 883 1861 1093
P02 62.2208 -130.347 267 281 632497000 911 1892 1189
P03 62.3973 -130.653 268 281 632075000 912 1817 1095
P04 62.5730 -130.962 269 281 632553000 876 2066 1087
P05 62.7478 -131.276 270 281 586011000 856 1740 1165
P06 62.9216 -131.594 271 281 569017000 877 2074 1255
P07 63.0946 -131.915 272 281 299425000 873 2037 1250
000 62.0131 -129.388 265 282 323425000 1100 2104 1527
001 62.1922 -129.685 266 282 631946000 973 1919 1299
002 62.3705 -129.987 267 282 632391000 973 1784 1233
003 62.5480 -130.292 268 282 631743000 938 2060 1239
004 62.7245 -130.601 269 282 631986000 899 2522 1160
005 62.9002 -130.914 270 282 195574000 998 1906 1314
006 63.0750 -131.231 271 282 106045000 1104 2037 1373
ROO 62.1599 -129.026 265 283 7111800 1138 1923 1408
R01 62.3399 -129.323 266 283 287906000 1097 2066 1471
R02 62.5191 -129.623 267 283 335243000 1078 2043 1328
R03 62.6974 -129.928 268 283 547916000 978 2238 1422
R04 62.8749 -130.236 269 283 627661000 979 2520 1326
R05 63.0515 -130.549 270 283 39876300 1074 2110 1557
803 62.8457 -129.560 268 284 110711000 1096 2254 1415
804 63.0241 -129.867 269 284 213038000 1147 2234 1601
805 63.2016 -130.179 270 284 14085900 1299 2178 1687
136
Appendix P: Pixels of Pelly River Basin (12.5 km)
Latitude Longitude ElevationPixel EASE X EASEY Area (m3) Min Max Median(dd) (dd) (m) (m) (m)
G10B 62.2290 -135.830 550 545 157974000 600 1210 772
G10D 62.3099 -135.999 551 545 157586000 700 1313 856
G11B 62.3903 -136.169 552 545 158193000 692 1286 975
G11D 62.4706 -136.340 553 545 157658000 683 1323 1024
G12A 62.4663 -136.675 554 544 158128000 423 1046 704
G12B 62.5505 -136.512 554 545 158177000 594 1137 828
G12D 62.6303 -136.685 555 545 157294000 565 976 689
G13B 62.7097 ---136.858 556 545 157675000 445 974 766
G13D 62.7889 -137.033 557 545 156443000 413 1269 658
G14B 62.8677 -137.209 558 545 64929600 634 1282 986
H09A 62.1495 -135.331 548 546 158412000 847 1718 1170
H09B 62.2319 -135.166 548 547 158015000 718 1384 906
H09C 62.2309 -135.499 549 546 157942000 756 1493 1111
H09D 62.3137 -135.333 549 547 157521000 710 1443 913
H10A 62.3122 -135.666 550 546 158444000 689 1258 843
H10B 62.3950 -135.501 550 547 158080000 648 1131 723
H10C 62.3931 -135.836 551 546 158023000 713 1300 919
H10D 62.4763 -135.670 551 547 157626000 597 1218 764
H11A 62.4740 -136.005 552 546 158468000 545 1007 730
H11B 62.5572 -135.840 552 547 157966000 564 950 635
H11C 62.5544 -136.177 553 546 158088000 559 1119 738
H11D 62.6380 -136.011 553 547 157666000 501 1471 914
H12A 62.6347 -136.348 554 546 158590000 478 1133 644
H12B 62.7184 -136.183 554 547 158023000 474 1400 657
H12C 62.7145 -136.522 555 546 158136000 468 700 529
H12D 62.7987 -136.356 555 547 157707000 478 831 629
H13A 62.7943 -136.695 556 546 158161000 445 947 633
H13B 62.8785 -136.530 556 547 158096000 552 984 661
H13C 62.8736 -136.870 557 546 157610000 583 1216 870
H13D 62.9582 -136.705 557 547 157342000 673 1254 895
H14A 62.9528 -137.045 558 546 158485000 717 1343 ~ 927
H14B 63.0374 -136.880 558 547 158136000 720 1284 860
103D 61.4758 -133.058 537 549 157966000 971 2064 1411
104B 61.5606 -133.215 538 549 158428000 1063 2195 1486
1040 61.6453 -133.373 539 549 157958000 1031 2252 1583
108B 62.2309 -134.502 546 549 157982000 718 2029 1298
1080 62.3137 -134.667 547 549 157545000 726 1986 1326
109A 62.3142 -135.000 548 548 158379000 742 1658 1085
109B 62.3960 -134.833 548 549 158023000 938 2007 1296
109C 62.3960 -135.168 549 548 158015000 705 1679 1039
1090 62.4783 -135.000 549 549 157553000 734 1645 1091
110A 62.4778 -135.335 550 548 158468000 628 1224 758
110B 62.5601 -135.168 550 549 158031000 593 1373 708
137
Latitude Longitude ElevationPixel EASE X EASEY Area (m3) Min Max Median(dd) (dd) (m) (m) (m)
110C 62.5591 -135.505 551 548 158007000 587 796 634
1100 62.6419 -135.337 551 549 157658000 521 797 622
111A 62.6404 -135.674 552 548 148157000 466 933 605
111 B 62.7232 -135.507 552 549 157974000 480 1283 698
111C 62.7212 -135.846 553 548 158055000 458 1160 643
1110 62.8044 -135.678 553 549 157666000 459 1363 841
112A 62.8020 -136.017 554 548 158558000 475 1417 688
112B 62.8852 -135.850 554 549 158120000 506 1673 976
112C 62.8823 -136.191 555 548 158128000 562 1347 981
1120 62.9660 -136.023 555 549 157658000 656 1433 873
113A 62.9626 -136.364 556 548 158549000 647 1198 782
113C 63.0423 -136.540 557 548 158144000 605 1044 736
114A 63.1220 -136.715 558 548 158655000 602 1378 909
J02B 61.3768 -132.258 534 551 158047000 1058 2092 1538
J020 61.4628 -132.412 535 551 157602000 1046 2111 1511
J03B 61.5485 -132.566 536 551 158039000 1095 2099 1552
J03C 61.5550 -132.891 537 550 157966000 1109 2015 1567
J030 61.6341 -132.722 537 551 157618000 1088 2221 1606
J04A 61.6402 -133.047 538 550 158412000 1015 2066 1434
J04B 61.7193 -132.878 538 551 158063000 903 2126 1407
J04C 61.7249 -133.205 539 550 157982000 999 2189 1582
J040 61.8045 -133.036 539 551 157553000 907 2106 1401
J05A 61.8096 -133.363 540 550 158428000 1194 2371 1625
J05B 61.8892 -133.194 540 551 158072000 1059 2065 1361
J06B 62.0581 -133.514 542 551 158039000 719 1589 1029
J060 62.1423 -133.676 543 551 157658000 618 1384 907
J07A 62.1457 -134.007 544 550 158460000 656 1710 1194
J07B 62.2261 -133.838 544 551 158023000 565 1261 950
J07C 62.2290 -134.171 545 550 158055000 749 2002 1488
J070 62.3099 -134.001 545 551 157586000 551 1495 884
J08A 62.3122 -134.334 546 550 158420000 810 2052 1426
J08B 62.3931 -134.165 546 551 158055000 561 1680 756
J08C 62.3950 -134.500 547 550 158007000 996 2129 1581
J080 62.4763 -134.330 547 551 157610000 599 2014 794
J09A 62.4778 -134.665 548 550 158533000 562 2014 1369
J09B 62.5591 -134.496 548 551 158015000 568 1482 779
J09C 62.5601 -134.833 549 550 158031000 567 1718 1014
J090 62.6419 -134.663 549 551 157618000 557 1227 637
J10A 62.6424 -135.000 550 550 158452000 521 1374 662
J10B 62.7242 -134.831 550 551 158072000 540 '1253 742
Sfoc. 62.7242 -135.170 551 550 158031000 512 792 643
J100 62.8064 -135.000 551 551 157569000 504 1680 629
J11A 62.8059 -135.339 552 550 158533000 485 1896 578
J11 B 62.8882 -135.170 552 551 157990000 527 1886 975
J11C 62.8872 -135.511 553 550 158007000 488 1879 731
138
Latitude Longitude ElevationPixel EASE X EASEY Area (m3) Min Max Median(dd) (dd) (m) (m) (m)
J11D 62.9699 -135.341 553 551 157683000 585 1731 914
J12A 62.9684 -1135.682 554 550 158485000 506 2044 '1353
J12B 63.0511 -135.513 554 551 158080000 842 2191 1368
J12C 63.0492 -135.856 555 550 158096000 697 2089 1382
KOOD 61.2722 -131.464 531 553 146570000 1074 1982 1439
K01B 61.3592 -131.615 532 553 158234000 1007 2152 1454
K01C 61.3685 . -131.937 533 552 157642000 1083 2093 1480
K01D 61.4461 -131.767 533 553 157764000 966 2075 1367
K02A 61.4550 -132.089 534 552 158096000 1088 1986 -·1434
K02B 61.5327 -131.919 534 553 158201000 972 1986 1262
K02C 61.5411 -132.243 535 552 157594000 973 2161 1415
K02D 61.6192 -132.073 535 553 157715000 868 1922 1072
K03A 61.6271 -132.397 536 552 158088000 1031 2088 1489
K03B 61.7053 -132.227 536 553 158225000 785 1789 1020
K03C 61.7128 -132.553 537 552 157602000 917 1902 1395
K03D 61.7913 -132.383 537 553 157788000 699 1622 875
K04A 61.7984 -132.709 538 552 158047000 789 1863 1177
K04B 61.8770 -132.539 538 553 157683000 641 1435 818
K04C 61.8836 -132.867 539 552 158120000 757 2007 1328
K04D 61.9626 -132.696 539 553 157229000 660 1401 832
K05A 61.9687 -133.025 540 552 158574000 634 1796 1230
K05B 62.0477 -132.854 540 553 158144000 626 1100 811
K05C 62.0534 -133.185 541 552 158096000 633 1563 829
K05D 62.1329 -133.014 541 553 157731000 626 1672 1004
K06A 62.1381 -133.345 542 552 158541000 602 1415 792
K06B 62.2176 -133.174 542 553 158136000 998 2042 1533
K06C 62.2223 -133.507 543 552 158088000 590 1804 1124
K06D 62.3022 -133.335 543 553 157691000 1035 1863 1375
K07A 62.3065 -133.668 544 552 158582000 583 1974 1164
K07B 62.3864 -133.497 544 553 158144000 958 2022 1443
K07C 62.3903 -133.832 545 552 158104000 695 2048 1158
K07D 62.4706 -133.660 545 553 157699000 819 1914 1276
K08A 62.4740 -133.995 546 552 158476000 823 2105 1441
K08B 62.5544 -133.824 546 553 158055000 647 2005 1140
K08C 62.5572 -134.161 547 552 158047000 663 1677 1041
K08D 62.6380 -133.989 547 553 157594000 688 1767 1071
K09A 62.6404 -134.326 548 552 158468000 668 1673 992
K09B 62.7212 -134.155 548 553 158120000 630 1504 814
K09C 62.7232 -134.494 549 552 158055000 599 1672 794
K09D 62.8044 -134.322 549 553 157634000 628 1601 1059
K10A 62.8059 -134.661 550 552 158509000 627 1794 1130
K10B 62.8872 -134.490 550 553 158047000 539 1977 1042
K10C 62.8882 -134.831 551 552 158031000 494 1644 634
K10D 62.9699 -134.659 551 553 157626000 539 1379 600
K11A 62.9704 -135.000 552 552 158476000 666 1884 1062
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\ Elevation
Pixel Latitude Longitude EASE X EASEY Area (m3) Min Max Median(dd) (dd) (m) (m) (m)
K11B 63.0521 -134.829 552 553 157999000 748 _ 1561 1026
K11C 63.0521 -135.172 553 552 157966000 661 1497 934
K11D 63.1343 -135.000 553 553 157521000 686 1430 877
K12A 63.1338 -135.343 554 552 158476000 876 1776 1321
K12B 63.2160 -135.172 554 553 131941000 698 1403 1107
LOOA 61.2616 -131.143 530 554 141215000 1141 2001 1409
LOOB 61.3379 -130.971 530 555 158371000 1210 2137 1502
LOOC 61.3490 -131.294 531 554 157869000 1051 1978 1364
LOOD 61.4257 -131.122 531 555 157456000 1125 2079 1477
L01A 61.4364 -131.444 532 554 158266000 1007 1890 1330
L01B" 61.5131 -131.272 532 555 157934000 904 1668 1184
L01C 61.5234 -131.596 533 554 157780000 935 1497 ~167
L01D 61.6005 -131.424 533 555 157496000 812 1321 959
L02A 61.6103 -131.748 534 554 158274000 786 1371 991
L02B 61.6875 -131.576 534 555 158420000 807 1338 . 977
L02C 61.6969 -131.902 535 554 157804000 753 1224 884
L02D 61.7744 -131.730 535 555 157942000 811 1350 934
L03A 61.7834 -132.056 536 554. 158217000 721 10n 841
L03B 61.8610 -131.884 536 555 157861000 752 1036 821
L03C 61.8695 -132.212 537 554 158242000 679 1438 1003
L03D 61.9475 -132.039 537 555 157359000 705 1380 816
L04A 61.9555 -132.368 538 554 158671000 668 1436 932
L04B 62.0335 -132.195 538 555 158290000 860 1377 964
L04C 62.0411 -132.526 539 554 157772000 780 1415 924
L04D 62.1196 -132.353 539 555 157318000 875 1562 1016
L05A 62.1267 -132.683 540 554 158693000 751 1813 1033
L05B 62.2052 -132.510 540 555 158331000 1061 1989 1305
L05C 62.2119 -132.843 541 554 157756000 825 1826 1110
L05D 62.2908 -132.670 541 555 157342000 909 2017 1271
L06A 62.2970 -133.002 542 554 158622000 1023 2016 1433
L06B 62.3759 -132.829 542 555 158169000 905 1867 1311
L06C 62.3817 -133.164 543 554 157675000 1164 2022 1515
L06D 62.4610 -132.991 543 , 555 157302000 807 2017 1270
L07A 62.4663 -133.325 544 554 158614000 777 2016 1249
L07B 62.5457 -133.152 544 555 157772000 775 1658 857
L07C 62.5505 -133.489 545 554 158169000 784 1799 1169
L07D 62.6303 -133.315 545 555 157691000 750 1436 975
L08A 62.6347 -133.652 546 554 158566000 676 1947 988
L08B 62.7145 -133.479 546 555 158185000 720 1469 967
L08C 62.7184 -133.818 547 554 158136000 664 1469 1028
L08D 62.7987 -133.644 547 555 157650000 639 1586 925
L09A 62.8020 -133.983 548 554 158525000 634 1527 975
L09B 62.8823 -133.810 548 555 158177000 573 1669 892
L09C 62.8852 -134.151 549 554 158128000 567 1822 929
L09D 62.9660 -133.977 549 555 157650000 555 1846 923
140
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Latitude Longitude ElevationPixel EASE X EASEY Area (m3) Min Max Median(dd) (dd) (m) (m) (m)
L10A 62.9684 -134.318 550 554 158485000 544 .1167 679
L10B 63.0492 -134.145 550 555 158096000 638 1635 891
L10C 63.0511 -134.488 551 554 158063000 569 1495 739
L10D 63.1323 -134.314 551 555 157610000 596 143.9 875
L11A 63.1338 -134.657 552 554 158460000 787 1891 1012
L11B 63.2150 -134.484 552 555 143864000 768 1713 972
L11C 63.2160 -134.829 553 554 138308000 788 1798 1352
L11D 63.2977 -134.655 553 555 22817700 937 1742 1264
L99D 61.2501 -130.823 529 555 132386000 1175 2140 1508
MOOA 61.4142 -130.799 530 556 158501000 1109 1865 1329
MOOB 61.4899 -130.626 530 557 158136000 1011 1652 1218
MOOC 61.5020 -130.950 531 556 157990000 1024 1771 1249
MOOD 61.5782 -130.776 531 557 157707000 933 1344 1050
M01A 61.5898 -131.100 532 556 158525000 865 1315 981
M01B 61.6660 -130.926 532 557 158128000 851 1346 1036
M01C 61.6772 -131.252 533 556 157537000 812 1194 871
M01D 61.7538 -131.078 533 557 157245000 816 1259 883
M02A 61.7646 -131.403 534 556 158452000 862 1674 1074
M02B 61.8412 -131.229 534 557 158088000 844 1548 965
M02C 61.8516 -131.557 535 556 157966000 819 1614 995
M02D 61.9286 -131.383 535 557 157650000 938 1730 1237
M03A 61.9385 -131.711 536 556 158412000 750 982 818
M03B 62.0156 -131.537 536 557 158104000 770 1319 1035
M03C 62.0250 -131.867 537 556 157990000 749 1399 975
M03D 62.1025 -131.692 537 557 157537000 751 1328 786
M04A 62.1115 -132.022 538 556 158363000 930 1946 1279
M04B 62.1890 -131.848 538 557 157999000 772 2004 1358
M04C 62.1976 -132.180 539 556 157942000 1060 1950 1212
M04D 62.2755 -132.005 539 557 157521000 1088 1983 1371
M05A 62.2836 -132.337 540 556 158752000 1034 1468 1159
M05B 62.3615 -132.162 540 557 158404000 1106 1950 1294
M05C 62.3692 -132.497 541 556 157877000 922 1593 1199
M05D 62.4476 -132.322 541 557 157432000 918 2138 1391
M06A 62.4548 -132.656 542 556 158720000 852 1462 1022
M06B 62.5332 -132.481 542 557 157869000 909 1445 1048
M06C 62.5399 -132.818 543 556 158234000 795 1519 950
M06D 62.6187 -132.642 543 557 157837000 830 1899 1113
M07A 62.6250 -132.979 544 556 158193000 791 1567 1280
M07B 62.7038 -132.804 544 557 158258000 942 1999 1536
'M07C 62.7097 -133.142 545 556 157756000 762 1488 1081
M07D 62.7889 -132.967 545 557 157351000 614 1782 939
M08A 62.7943 -133.305 546 556 158590000 724 1622 1062
M08B 62.8736 -133.130 546 557 157699000 606 1251 933
M08C 62.8785 -133.471 547 556 158112000 569 1221 847
M08D 62.9582 -133.295 547 557 157731000 587 1635 731
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Latitude Longitude ElevationPixel EASE X EASEY Area (m3) Min Max Median(dd) (dd) (m) (m) (m)
M09A 62.9626 -133.636 548 556 158549000 577 1542 1033
M09B 63.0423 -133.461 548 557 158144000 704 1741 1080
M09C 63.0463 -133.804 549 556 158112000 929 1816 1391
M09D 63.1265 -133.628 549 557 157626000 873 1843 1299
M10A 63.1299 -133.971 550 556 158468000 636 1560 878
M10B 63.2101 -133.796 550 557 152523000 618 1485 971
M10C 63.2131 -134.141 551 556 148635000 637 1307 876
M10D 63.2937 -133.965 551 557 38045700 608 1339 1094
M11A 63.2962 -134.310 552 556 30091500 674 1403 881
M99C 61.3259 -130.651 529 556 157569000 1219 2093 1550
NOOC 61.6539 -130.602 531 558 158290000 966 1429 1030
NOOD 61.7295 -130.426 531 559 157456000 949 1524 1069
N01A 61.7421 -130.752 532 558 158647000 921 1500 1157
N01B 61.8177 -130.576 532 559 158323000 871 . 1404 1046"
N01C 61.8300 -130.904 533 558 157772000 863 1443 957
N01D 61.9060 -130.728 533 559 157391000 871 1373 914
N02A 61.9178 -131.055 534 558 158598000 847 1161 914
N02B 61.9938 -130.879 534 559 157812000 879 1342 1010
N02C 62.0052 -131.209 535 558 158177000 907 1627 1029
N02D 62.0817 -131.032 535 559 157804000 923 1283 1021
) N03A 62.0926 -131.362 536 558 158525000 874 1346 1022N03B 62.1691 -131.186 536 559 158250000 906 1192 998
N03C 62.1796 -131.518 537 558 158128000 771 1528 852
NO3D 62.2565 -131.341 537 559 157715000 784 1347 914
N04A 62.2665 -131.673 538 558 158476000 782 1647 867
N04B 62.3434 -131.496 538· 559 158598000 799 1649 969
N04C 62.3530 -131.830 539 558 157537000 977 2043 1443
N04D 62.4304 -131.654 539 559 157683000 1078 2019 1463
N05A 62.4394 -131.987 540 558 158404000 1118 2104 1416
N05B 62.5168 -131.811 540 559 158031000 779 2040 1145
N05C 62.5255 -132.147 541 558 158023000 832 1445 1162
N05D 62.6033 -131.970 541 559 157545000 734 1463 911
N06A 62.6115 -132.306 542 558 158371000 854 1444 1010
N06B 62.6893 -132.129 542 559 158007000 709 1284 909
N06C 62.6971 -132.467 543 558 157910000 672 1542 1099
N06D 62.7754 -132.290 543 559 157545000 678 1966 990
N07A 62.7826 -132.628 544 558 158760000 635 1819 859
N07B 62.8609 -132..451. 544 559 157926000 716 2159 1463
N07C 62.8677 -132.792 545 558 158323000 615 .1128 813
N07D 62.9465 -132.614 545 559 157893000 678 1883 1018
N08A 62.9528 -132.955 546 558 158225000 633 1361 967
N08B 63.0316 -132.778 546" 559 158282000 " 661 1683 945
N08C 63.0374 -133.120 547 558 157731000 629 1920 1089
N08D 63.1166 -132.943 547 559 157796000 690 1956 1015
N09A 63.1220 -133.285 548 558 158622000 1050 2118 1517
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Latitude . Longitude ElevationPixel EASE X EASEY Area (m3) Min Max Median(dd) (dd)
. (m) (m) (m)
N10C 63.3739 -133.789 551 558 155496000 587 2099 1260
OOOB 61.7905 -129.924 530 561 158161000 893 1717 1053
, .
OOOC 61.8046 -130.251 531 560 157982000' 1026 2073 1459
0000 61.8796 -130.073 531 561 157650000 915 1957 1330
001A 61.8933 -130.400 532 560 158436000 877 1989 1136
001B 61.9683 -130.223 532 561 158144000 881 1861 1085
001C 61.9816 -130.552 533 560 157958000 871 1769 935
0010 62.0571 -130.374 533 561 157642000 882 2037 1212
002A 62.0698 -130.703 534 560 158363000 877 1645 1035
002B 62.1453 -130.525 534 561 158007000 880 1831 1069
002C 62.1577 -130.856 535 560 157910000 964 1704 1098
0020 62.2336 -130.678 535 561 : . 157472000 1011 1683 1227
003A 62.2455 -131.009 536 560 158266000 906 1349 1056
003B 62.3214 -130.831 536 561 157926000 968 1679 1132
003C 62.3329 -131.164 537 560 157820000 850 1295 992
0030 62.4093 -130.986 537 561 157456000 872 1314 990
004A 62.4203
-131.319 <538 560 158638000 814 1141 888
004B 62.4967 -13.1.141 538 561 158306000 853 1254 894
004C 62.5073 -131.477 539 560 158201000 852 1459 1003
0040 62.5841 -131.298 539 561 154977000 866 1841 1171
005A 62.5942 -131.634 540 560 158525000 800 1483 1018
005B 62.6710 -131.455 540 561 158161000' 815 1780 1020
005C 62.6807 -131.793 541 560 158047000 747 1607 960
0050 62.7579 -131.614 541 561 157650000 791 2076 1132
006A 62.7671 -131.952 542 560 158493000 724 1659 1120
006B 62.8444 -131.773 542 561 - 158096000 932 1720 1251
006C 62.8532 -132.113 543 560 157990000 776 1994 1182
0060 62.9309 -131.934 543 561 157642000 835 1723 1101
007A 62.9392 -132.274 544 560 158347000 778 1851 1124
007B 63.0169 -132.095 544 561 158428000 799 1818 1061
007C 63.0248 -132.437 545 560 157861000 738 1899 1000
0070 63.1029 -132.258 545 561 157918000 792 1899 1158
008A 63.1103 -132.600 546 560 158209000 772 2019 1066
008C 63.1954 -132.765 547 560 157715000 647 1857 915
POOB 61.9391 -129.567 530 563 157820000 777 2030 .1440
POOC 61.9542 -129.896 531 562 158234000 968 1989 1209
POOO 62:0287 -129.716 531 563 157456000 1013 1991 1271
P01A 62.0433 -130.045 532 562 158687000 875 1795 1075
P01B 62.1178 -129.865 532 562 158290000 942 1861 1202
P01C 62.1321 -130.196 533 ... 562 158201000 896 1558 . 1069
P010 62.2069 -130.016 533 563 157788000 925 1504 1070
P02A 62.2208 -130.347 534 562 158525000 899 1892 1114
P02B 62.2957 -130.167 534 562 158209000 952 1680 1185
P02C 62.3091 -130.500 535 562 158039000 963 1858 1166
P020 62.3844 -130.320 535 563 157723000 1029 1813 1275
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P03A 62.3973 -130.653 536 562 158444000 931 1791 1134
P038 62.4727 -130.473 536 562 158072000 934 1597 1115
P03C 62.4852 -130.808 537 562 157942000 910 1811 962
P030 62.5609 -130.627 537 563 157569000 912 p 1817 1106
P04A 62.5730 -130.962 538 562 158314000 862 1757 1158
P048 62.6488 -130.782 538 562 157974000 861 1739 972
P04C 62.6604 -131.119 539 562 155804000 863 2066 1083
P040 62.7366 -130.938 539 563 157432000 885 1616 1118
P05A 62.7478 -131.276 540 562 158630000 851 1727 1032
P058 62.8240 -131.095 540 562 158331000 890 1740 1222
P05C 62.8347 -131.435 541 562 158185000 916 1693 1161
P050 62.9114 -131.254 541 563 157788000 953 1692 1225
.
P06A 62.9216 -131.594 542 562 158517000 888 1761 1154
P068 62.9983 -131.413 542 562 158655000 993 2074 1306
P06C 63.0081 -131.755 543 562 157626000 870 1760 1186
P060 63.0852 -131.574 543 563 157683000 970 2051 1468
P07A 63.0946 -131.915 544 562 158444000 877 1954 1266
P078 63.1717 -131.734 544 562 158023000 794 1997 1195
P07C 63:1806 -132.078 545 562 157910000 873 2037 1234
OOOA 62.0131 -129.388 530 564 158242000 868 2096 1418
0008 62.0865 -129.207 530· 565 65180700 1228 2120 1623
OOOC 62.1027 -129.537 531 564 157521000 1099 2104 1539
0000 62.1765 -129.356 531 565 155731000 1109 2103 1513
001A 62.1922 -129.685 532 564 158404000 1068 1905 ~ 1422
0018 62.2661 -129.504 532 565 157618000 1038 1884 1290
001C 62.2814 -129.836 533 564 158371000 971 1728 1157
0010 62.3557 -129.654 533 565 157521000 1012 1919 1287
002A 62.3705 -129.987 534 564 158720000 964 1738 1181
0028 62.4448 -129.805 534 565 158339000 1033 1719 1180
002C 62.4593 -130.140 535 564 157780000 1033 1778 1285
0020 62.5340 -129.958 535 565 157415000 1071 1784 1267
003A 62.5480 -130.292 536 564 158638000 968 1801 1157
0038 62.6227' -130.110 536 565 157756000 1038 . 1903 1286
003C 62.6363 -130.447 537 564 158080000 938 1757 1246
0030 62.7115 -130.264 537 565 157748000 968 2060 1248
004A 62.7245 -130.601 538 564 158460000 894 1719 1104
0048 62.7997 -130.419 538 565 158169000 955 2522 1268
004C 62.8124 -130.758 539 564 157990000 895 1769 1095
0040 62.8880 -130.575 539 565 157569000 931 1855 1219
005A 62.9002 -130.914 540 564 158314000 995 1906 1228
0058 62.9759 -130.732 540 565 158047000 1013 1891 1276
Q05C 62.9876 -131.073 541 564 157893000 1008 1837 1335
006A 63.0750 -131.231 542 564 158655000 1040 2227 1427
006C 63.1619 -131.392 543' .' 564 158177000 802 2133 1160
ROOC 62.2499 -129.175 531 566 52658100 1024 1962 1438
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R01A 62.3399 -129.323 532 566 153876000 1142 2152 1554
R01B 62.4132 -129.14Q7 532 567 41350500 1234 1973 1636
R01C 62.4295 -129.473 533 566 157618000 1089 1988 1397
R010 62.5032 -129.290 533 567 149526000 910 1976 1396
R02A 62.5191 -129.623 534 566 158444000 1070 1894 1342
R02B 62.5928 -129.440 534 567 157731000 920 2017 1338
R02C 62.6083 -129.776 535 566 157982000 1073 1924 1279
R020 62.6824 -129.592 535 567 140948000 1035 2043 1350
R03A 62.6974 -129.928 536 566 158331000 1140 2096 . 1509
R03B 62.7716 -129.744 536 567 158023000 1082 2246 1392
R03C 62.7862 -130.082 537 566 157853000 966 2238 1372
R030 62.8608 -129.898 537 567 157448000 1028 2233 1353
R04A 62.8749 -130.236 538 566 158598000 1031 2520 1344
R04B 62.9495 -130.052 538 567 158314000 1045 2204 1463
R04C 62.9632 -130.393 539 566 158161000 979 1996 1103
R040 63.0383 -130.208 539 567 157828000 1041 2199 1409
R05A 63.0515 -130.549 540 566 158501000 1056 2239 1474
R05B 63.1266 -130.364 540 567 158080000 (095 2120 1547
S03C 62.9349 -129.714 537 568 157577000 1094 2254 1448
S030 63.0089 -129.528 537 569 90015300 1270 2218 1583
S04A 63.0241 -129.867 538 568 158274000 1196 2236 1653
S04C 63.1129 -130.023 539 568 157739000 1147 2308 1592
S05A 63.2016 -130.179 540 568 150004000 1115 2306 1626
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System, but still not quite sure what he would do in the future. But after he attended a
seminar about environmental remote sensing, he found his true interest in addressing
environmental issues using innovative and advanced technology. In 2005, ·he made
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"-
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s~nsing techniques to monitor the spring stream flow in high latitude regions. The study
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\ .
. pursue a job in the workforce where he can make a contribution to address global
environmental issues using his remote sensing and GIS skills.
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